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The fire leaped up, swift, hot, and red;
Swift, hot, and red. waiting a prey ;
I The woman came with swift, light tread.
And silently knelt down to lay
Armfuls of leaves upon the fire,
! As men lay faggota on tbe prre.
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Armfuls of leaves which had been bright
Like painter's tint*six months before;
All faded now. a gha-tly sight.
Dusty and colorless she bore;
And knelt and piled them on the fire,
As men lay faggot* on a pyre.

Now Hotel in Ellsworth !
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THE SCIENCE OF LIFE;
IKI.r-PHERCRY

younger—hollow

at

I

gymnastics.'

‘What aie they?’ asks his mother won
ing. Hut though Davy explains at length,
her
idea of the science is only a little less
Mlt THAR III MULISH CORKS SOU.
Watching the crackle and the blaze.
It. F. OKAV.
vague when he tinUhes than it had been
Idly I smiled and idly said;
Proprietor.
*••1*1 Media I A n a rated to the A at her hr i
“Good-bye, dead leaves! Go dead leaves’ way. I when he began.
I r■ a!• 1 ia *»*.
•h* ‘•Ratlaaal Med treat A Moctai
Rllswerlh, Mala#.
Next year there will lie more as red.”
*We have a splendid gymnasium at the
March
The woman turned, and from the fire
3laf.
|»t«
Hie
school, and you should see me.
There's
Proprietor would announce to hie incodr
Looked up as from a funeral-pyre.
the publie fraeralij, that he hatjwt completnot a fellow who can come anywhere near
published by the ]'K4Soi>Y MEDICAL
*
New Hotel, and i« now
prepared to tarnish
a ne« cditi >u «»t the celebrate:
INSTITUTE,
me. And I have a prize to show you.mothwho mai deaire it with First « ia«s Entertain
I saw my idle words had been
ipsli* al aura entitled the
SCIENCE OK LIFE
b
t
er—not tor that,’ he adds, with a laugh at
everything new throughout the House
»r. NEI.F PRESERVATION’* It treat*
Far cruder than I could know.
upon
dh Room with Hot or Cold Water, and all Mod
her surprise, 'but for accounts.
I won it ;
Makhooh, how loat, L«*w reg.nn.-d an
how j>erAnd made an old wound bleed again.
er:
Improvement*.
i-rtiiaU-d rat.-r and cure Of Eahau«ted Vitality,
to please grandfather, because, after all,he
“It i« not leave*.” she whispered low,
e«.nne.'iion with the House, is a new
and
Premature
Iterlinc
in
Man.
Impotentcy,
S|*-rti)Hwas very good to put me to school.though
ve«l sleUie, and « arrtage bouse
“That l am burning in the fire,
lort h«ra. or seminal Loose* (nocturnal and diurorient Hostlers alwavioa hard.
liut days! It is a funeral-pyre.”
he will not personally notice cither of usnal. Nenrona and Physical I>el»ilitr. Ilipochou«'*<
U F. (1RAT.
dna. Gloomy Foreboding*. Mental I>epre*«mr,
It is almost like giving tue a fortune. Isn't
—New York Independent.
Um ol
it? and therefore better than if he asked1
Enerjry Haggard t oantenance.t oafbdon
: Mind and !..<»- ol M« niory. Impure state o( th.
me
to his house,although that would show
tU.ied. and all «lt«ra*e* ai »-mg lr<im the l.kHuh*
A Seaside Incident.
he nad forgiven my fattier for—settling
»r Y «M TH or the indiscretion* «»r eircnrn »d mature * ear*.
here.’
It U-il» you all about the Morale of t*euerativr | “Why. 1tnb. you dear old fellow.
‘Almost a fortune—yes,’ she answers,
When* bate you been these years?
rhvMolwgv. the P: aiolngy of Marrug> ol Wed
!n Kgvpt. India. Khiva.
W and «tff-pnr*:. l’hy*l- a C ontraat*. Tr Ue Mur
5 T»uN iNTERNRUY.AND POSITIVELY CURE*
gravely stroking his brown curls. Hut trv
ivnornon
ol
:.
onWiili
the
own
volunteer*?
C
khan's
ality Empirici*(
Marriage.
to think less of being rich than of being |
iugnl Pn-eept and Friendly four-el, Phyaieal In- ; 11 ate you scal'd the Alps or Andes,
good and true-hearted, my own child.’
Relation* Rot ween
intuity. It- • «u*r* an I tire
Sailed to i«»le* ot Amazon*?
T do, mother.’ he says earnestly, ‘only
the "eae- Proof* ol the Expansion of Vice. The
'HELPHEN3TINEA BENTLEY.
What climate. Bob. ha* wrought the change—
Mi*«rte» of Imprudence, Ancient Ignorant e and
1 talk more of the one. And when 1 th.uk
DRUGS STS, WASHINGTON, 0. C.
Your
from
bronze•”
face
brown
to
«»»
of
Cl KB. Cure
Uody and Mind
1*1 1% bole*alc in New York and Bo-ton. Erroia. Muni
•*r
things over, mother, I feel quite sure that
TkI'E I'KIM tl’l-ka «•» Tkkaimk.nt. Addre** to
vr33
a inau’s occupation need
make no differ*
and Intahd Reader-, the Author’- PunShe placed a dimpled baud in mine.
]! Patient- The
♦•nee.
eiple*.
My father hail nothing harder to
price of tin* liook i* only f 1 «*0.
In the *ame frank, frn ndly way ;
battle
with
than
the ignorance of a lot of
Thl* lt«»ok al*a ronialaa naor« thaa flf.
We stood once m*»reon the dear old beach.
And it sc* roed hot vests r* lay
boys who, alter hII. loved him and tried to !
| ly prrw rlptlaa* for the a ho* named aad
Since, standing on this same white shore.
other disease*, each *ne aarih more
please him; hut 1 may be iust as good a
Il 'uwr i* centrally located and ha- recentShe said with eyelid* Wet—
mao battling with the world—which seems
lhaa che price of ihe haak.
» en
You
thoroojrhly repaired and rettarnUlied
remember.
Bob.
“Good-by.
tnay
so far from us and so unreal to us yet—as
Also another valuable medical work treating
;hf *o|rhont.
But 1 phnll not forget.”
be was hi this dear little quiet nook. Don’t i
:r
exrJuatve'* on Ml NTAl. ANDNKKVIOl's
proprietor intend* to five personal at ten
EA >E- more than
U»e table and the want* of hi- fn#--t-. and
royal octa*e page-, twenty
you feel this, mother?’
1 held her hand and wbis|iered low—
ti
L.ineei! that be can nuw furmdi n* f--. j
leg*ut cngrating*. bound In •tibo’auuai au»lio
Ves. she feels it. Small as her knowlw lu.ntationa aa can he
l*r»ce only
uu.
*
Barelv enough to pay for print
found in the citv. A
“Madge, darling, what of the ycat*
'-table, and a taitliinl t»wt»er. alwavg on
edge is. she knows of One who walked unmg.
The two tong year* that have intervened
The Rook lor young and mldd la-aged tu< n to
l*BO. liot'l.D.
sp >tted through the world ; and poor as
Since, through the mi*t of tear*.
read ju-t now. io the s ipni c «.f Life, or Nell Pie
We»t End of I’mon River Bridge.)
el»e muy be.she is rich in her fru-t in Him.
Wc looked good-toy «*n this same whit*' beach.
-erratum.
The author haoreturned front fctirope
►
Here by tbe murmuring sea?
The • unset light is dying now. and the
pworth. >epl. Jo. 1«£.
in e\ielk*nt health
< bief < «.n
an«t i- again lh<
ljrS
were
then
You.
Madge,
ju*t twenty.
mother aud son sit watching it in a alienee
•uiuiic Pliysu t*n of U»e l’r»l—1\ Medical 11»»ti
was twenty-three.”
And
I
ut«
N.»
4 Rulflix b Street Boston
Ma--.**—Ret< swr«t with love and sympathy;
whirl
II. A. TRIPP.
publti »c Journal
and when those fair pink clouds fade and
b* science »d l.i*e t* beyond all comparison
j
bluth
to
:
A «r»ui"«u
came
her ohr«*k
tam'd! from above the sea. they arise and
”ilu»b. Bob,” »h«* Quickly
ifcrald
put.Uriit-tl
look at ihf bather* in tb*- *urf—
'llu|« wiilr«l in Uh1 l-Uom of Pandora's box.
There’* Nellie irxl cou«in Neil.”
and hone plume* her u mg- anew *iu« e the i»*uBLUKHILL, MK.
“Ami who’a that portly jrrnthman
ng «»f these % aluable works, published
by the
Chapter II.
l*« a body Medical Institute, ahidi arc teaching
Uo the ahatijr a>de of life?”
thousand* h w l« avoid Uo maladies that sap the
“Oh. he 1* loo#* to our party, too—‘•VOll 11KU Uk.AK >AkL”
• r l'K‘>MPT ATTENTION given to ait Oo*
citadel of Hie " Philadelphia Enquirer.
In fart. Bob, I'ru hf* wife!
.ntrufted to my care.
tf*
“It should lx- read bv the vour.g. the middleThe first vacation of David has p*.**cd
New \ rk Tribune
aged and even the old
like a dream to hi* mother, and now that
“And i teli you. Bob. it’a an awful thin#.
Tt»e Br*t an *. on*y Medal kever conferred upon
OysUfi-anci klauinr SSaloon. sty
Medical Man m this coon try, as a recognition
The wav l*e 4oe* behave;
the la»t day ha* arrived she led* as if only
of sail! and professional services was
resented
I. W. COOMBS, Proprietor,
Flirt* with that #irl in *w**l-#r»y »ilk—
a week had «ped.though she has *o regretto the author of these w -rkMan h 31st.
Boh. why do you look *o jpraveF*
The presentation »»* noticed at the lime of its
fully and hungrily counted—each morning
f > K T Kirs* BLOCK,
“The fart b. Madv'*’. I—well—abeni!
ocenreii'-e l*y the ltoston Pies-, and the leading
and each night—both the days dial have
rn.t t.i Main A
Ob, uothm# at ail. my dear—
State Streets, Ellsworth
urnal* throughout the countrr.
This niagniflheeu spent and those that are to come.
1 USE.
fe-tt
ent Mt-iai is
solid gul l, *« t with more than
Except that ►he of the »te* 1-fray *i.k
Another long absence follows; another
n«- fcimdred India diamond* of rare erdlian y.
I* the one I married la»t year.**
Its
the
r;<
hne*s
in
execution
and
Altogether,
bright home-coming—in the frosty ChristI OUSE PAI’KK.
of its inab*i ials, an
sue. this i- decidedlv the
ma* darkueas now, another
ubst-nce ; and
most noticeable medal ever struck in lbn> <ounlry
»o on, and
comes home
on, until David
f«>* any purpose whatever, ills well worth the
from school for the la.-t time of ail.
.um*c« t;on of
NumbtutUtU. It was fairly wod
rtOOO UoIIn Houma- Piipcr
and worthily bestowed.”—Massachusetts PloughHe meets his mother just within the
.-I received a I J. A. HaLE », a.»u a Ho* man. June id. I*?«.
porch, where the flowers bloom that sum- !
AW t ataloguescnt on receipt of 6.-. for postage
mer as they have bloomed through every !
on rehither of the above w ork* *«-nt t>v mai
asaortnicnt ol
By a Leap.
summer of his life,
and he lias no cloud
oeipt of price. Address l'k \ k‘>ld MblHCAt
Window Shades and Border?.
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upon his face.
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Boston,
Paysfcian.
The public arc invited to call and examine suiting
XV JULY CECIL HAY.
anxious question i* answered a little sadly :
kla-s.. opp. Revere House.
b*-fjre purvbuing elsewhere.
V It
Yes, mother, I heard from the lawyer
The author can lx consulted ou the above
named
a*
as
Weil
ail disease* requiring
disease-,
J. A. HALE.
yesterday. Grandfather's will does not j
skill, secrecy and experience. office hour*, y x.
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lueijtiou either of us. He has given me all i
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the help he meant to give. Well, he ha*
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A small, old-fashloncd cottage where a
dealer in
woman sits working in the porch.
A tiny cottage in a garden stocked only
Willi fruit aud vegetables save the hardy
creepers clinging to the porch. Hut then
their blossoms gieatn aa white and pure as
any rare exotics,ami the dark leaves move
softly in tli? lairv light a» the breeze nestles there after its flight across the heath
from that tar line ol brilliaacy which,
though but a ribbou's width, is the broad
A slight, pale wosea flashiDg in the sun.
A large aSaortuieni of every style 4 sig«- kept OB
reasonable
none*
at
short
at
uan1. and trimmed
man wearing a widow's cap upon her
rates.
i smooth brown hair, but with such a look
MOVE* rr»SI»M*».
PLATE! 4k
o( love and longing on her face that she
1 too lias a beauty which it is good to look
nr War*-Rooms over John A. Hale's Ilook
as
the cottage
upon. Small and isolated
store, Eli-worth, Marne,
love and peace;
Ivr54
may be. it is a home of
ag Residence nsar Methodist Church.
aud plain and quiet as the country woman
looks, she has a wealth of warm affection
in her heart.
As she sits there alone. Mary Sullivan is
dreaming the old dreams which have cheer
AM»
ed her through her ten years of widowhood
—bright hut never impossible dreams of
the future of her only son—aud she is
Of every Sty la and Sue on hand and
glancing back ward. too. over her owu life,
wouderlng a little, just a litlle.if many wo|
TRIM ME D
more of the
men of her age have seen no
! world than she. who has not spent one
AT
night of all her life—nor ever wished to do
so—beyoad this village wtiere Derliusband
Is It to be always
ba« been schoolmaster.
A LAO
so? A .teadfa.-t light comes iDtn her eyes,
and her quiet lips break Into a smile made
beautiful by proud and loving trust; 'That
shall be left to Davy.' stie says, uttering
all
softly the one name which now means
the world to her. 'Ills choice will be my
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make iuy own start in the world: but I
go at ouce ; one delicious day with
you here, then for London! Don't look so
not be a long
► ad, my mother; this shall
separation ; not even as long as the old
school term*, for I will soon come back to
fetch you.'
So after this one day he goes, laughing
his hands
over his scanty purse, because
must

are

,

strong—his fortune, hope andcouritgc.

But when he looks back it is ouiy through
tears that he can ace the little
a mist of
cottage where he leaves bis mother in her
loneliness.
After David’s departure the days pas*
for Mrs. Sullivan Ju«t as the old school
days have done, except that now she ha*
Never
a dally excitement in his letters.
until the postcau she settle to anything
man has come up the garden path and givletter Daen info her trembling hand the
vid never fails to send; the letter—full of
love and bravery and hope—which does
his mother’s heart such good.
At last oue letter comes in w hich he tells i
her he has found employment in an account ;
ants office; einploymeut which i* very ea*y to him. and which he likes, though the
salary he is to receive is much smaller
than he anticipated when he so hopefully *
began his search.
well.’ he writes. ,
But I will work
‘that the firm will raise my salary soon, j
and then I will come for you. Ah,mother.
] can indeed work hard and long and steadily for that good end.’
No in the cottage Marv work* hard. too.
confident in the realization of his plan.and 1
living with him—through h»*r long day- I
dreams—in a London which exist* in her
I
V.UVJIVC
—a wide.calm city w here
From the porch where Mary Bits she cud I imagination only
all the young men have David's face and
catch a glimpse, through the trees, of the
and
s
nature
David
guide skllliuuy me maroad along which the stage coach daily
of the world.
chinery
;
is
she
eagerly
watchiug
This
spot
passes.
Hut tbe time go.-s on. and David only
and when the lour horsea couie in sight at
at first.
‘And
earns what he has earned
last she drops her knitting aud rises. Nerher strain- so,’ he writes a little sadly now. -the home
vously drawing her hand across
with you is still out of uiy much; lor poved. glad eyes, she turns and enters the coterty here, mother, would he to you a hunthose lew mintage as If she dare not wait
dred times worse than poverty at home.’
utes which will bring the coach in sight
When he has been absent for a year he
den
the
to
close
sat
gate.
again
comes home to spend Ills birthday with his
Tea is laid for two in the pleasant little
mother; a summer day which they have
kitchen, and the table—though it bear* upfor all the eighteen years ol
its snowy cloth no luxuries beyond spent together
on
David’s lile. Then he goes hack to his
home-made cakes aud iresh-laid eggs has work still
hopeful of tbe rise which his
stands
quite a festive look. The mother
Is earne-t and untiring servitude is to win.
aud gaies around her with a smile.
Six months pass, and then—one Sunday
there nothing more that she can bring for
night—David walks unexpectedly into the
Davy’ Iler bauds are clasped together.
kitchen where his mother sits be.and her breath is quickening,for she knows cottage
side tbe fire softly singing to herself a
that at any moment now her boy may rush
hymn which she has heatd in church that
in past that line of sunshine at the open
—When she starts up,—her face, in
door. But she docs not know how intent- day
that moment of surprise, white as death—
his
upon
for
footsteps
is
she
listening
ly
David sees how little able she is to bear
the gravel, uor how her face brightens
any shock where he is concerned But her
when he comes in at last.
delight one minute afterward makes up for
•Mother!’
all. and that Sunday night Is one which
•Oh, Davy. Davy!’
both will love to remember.
The greeting bursts from the hearts ol
‘Cau you not stay one day?1 the mother
both in that first moment; then the hot’s
aud tier pleads* Must you really go back to-morlip* are clin^in^ to his mother s. which ■ row.
Davy?’
love
arms bold him in that eutire
‘To-day you mean, mother. Look, we
Widowed mother so often lavishes upon an
have chatted till after midnight already.—
ouly *on.
Never mind, we have four whole hours
The meal which she has prepared with
Don't
more, thanks to the new railway.
and
mother
the
and
over,
is
hands
loving
corngo to bed. mother; I cannot spare you for
her boy sit together in their favorite
that time.'
er of the porch whllethe sun sets far away
She has never thought of leaving him; so
across the sea.
ol
beaide the cheerful fire they sit and talk;
•Four whole weeks of idleness, and
first of the lives which they have separateIt
home, aud you. mother,* Davy says.
ly led, and then of that life which they ate
seems to good to be true.'
•
presldently to lead together— for David has
But you lik* school, Davy? Mr*, hull!come home on purpose to bring joyful tithere’
vac asks wistfullv. ’You are happy
dings. The long-talkeo of home will be
•Happy ? oh. yes; and getting on capKalready soon, for he is earning a high salary
mother, a*
ly. Ol course I try to do that,
now. and all tbe old bright plans are to be
condegrandfather urged it so when he
out.
scended to put me to this school. Ferbtpi carried
But. Davy,' Mrs Sullivan says wbeit she
flv<
be will help me a little even when the
to
rises
will
prepare the early breakfast, ‘bow
rise II he
years are over. I will soon
sc boo
very hard you must be working; only to
this
after
a
start
promised
me
give
be spared for one day after a whole twelve
term.*
months o* service 1’
-And if he does not this education ia I
‘I could have bad one holiday between,'
will be seventeen
great help. Davy. You
be answers, ‘but 1 would not take it. It
when yon leave the college,and clever.ami
was wiser not to, mother.as this is au exable to do anything.’
mother, assert;
journey even now that we have the
pensive
-Anything—everything,
about hi
railway.’
the boy. softly drawing her arm
-And you have beeu sending me your
aba I
neck. -I shall be a man. and yon
I money. David T
Tou
never want anything again.
’Bat I am earning so much now,’ thf
and I *b»l I
have a large bouse and garden,
from ui r young man says with a bright excitement
come home to you every evening
in
t
his eyes.
office where I shall earn the money, yo
‘And are you happy. David?'
know.—It must be near London, becau*
1
ei
‘Very happy, mother—thinking host
men don’t get rich except in London,
soon everything will be as I planned it long
peel. Shall you like it, inetherr
b s ago.'
•You have made up your mind to
‘Bat for yourself alone, are you happy
rich. Davy I’
dear?* she asks wistfully.
•Only.’ the boy answers, his eyes upo iA
-I I oh yes. mother, quite happy.'
Ms mother's face, ‘Only just rich euoug
'Another good-bye. 'Bat the last,’ Da
.rnott
to make you comfortable mod happy

*[»•]

because ihe meeting must be now
Hoiey Honeycomb and Wax.
Once more the stranger stops to
It is a mystery to many why honeycomb
some one who stands at an inner
Is worth from $2 to $4 per pound; and yet
door, then lie leads Iter thiough it, on amid
it is true, when we take Into accoant that
a crowd of seated figures.
Chapter III.
It is made from honey, of which it re‘If you sit here,’he says with a smile,
“All, POOH HUMANITY!”
quires twenty-five pounds for a swarm ol
dow’u to a vacant seat which they
pointing
bees to make a pound and a quarter of nice
David had said that he would spend his have
readied, ‘you will soon see your son.
birthday at home—that June day which Watch the wide entrance opposite you honeycomb.
The Ciucniuuati Gazette explains the
has always been the one holiday of ths there, and
you will see him io a few minmatter as follows;—The bee
fills Itself
year to tne widowed mother; but on the utes.’
with
and when combs are to be
morning before arrives a letter which
Mary thank* him with simple earnest- made,honey,
the larger part of the swarm will
tells her that he obliged to delay his com- ness, then takes the seat and waits, her
ing. London is very full, he says, and lie eyes fixed, witn a smile of expectation in form or cluster themselves into a festoon
or bunch in the hive, and
is very bu>y; so he cannot get the day’s them,
by so doing they
upon the opening opposite.
get up a proper temperature of heat, which
holiday.
WhAt a gay, grand place this is, witli
causes
the
the bees to sein
In every line of this letter the mother
honey already
lights like stars upon the ceiling, so far up, crete Into wax,
and pass through the little
ran read his disappointment a9 well as
so very, very far up!
Why, the church at
or pockets, or the under side of the
the sorrow it gives him to disappoint her; home is not
nearly so high as ttiis room. flaps,
ill (he shape of small, white
and tears come and blot out the loviug But
is it lighted yet? The June sun- abdomen,
why
scales, which we can olten see quite plenwords as well as the proud descriptions shine is
now upon the sea
brightly
lying
on
tiful
the alighting board. These scales
of the home, w hich Is all ready for her at home, and it must be
light as Jay in
now. out in one of the
pleasant northern the cottage rooms. Wnat thousands of are taken off of each other by the bees
and while it Is in a soft, pliant
themselves,
suburbs. They blot out even that simple
faces are gathered here all look lug one
request at tbe end. /Think of ine more way, too, ail looking at that door which consistency, they make their combs, first
forming the very thin sheet which serves
than ever to- morrow, mother, and pray she has been bidden to watch. Are
they as a
for me just at nightfall; at that very hour
partition between the two sets of cells.
for David, too?
waiting
If we would take the proper calculation
w lieu we have been used to sit together in
Suddenly a band begins to play, and, of the value of
the porch on happy birthday nights.’’
honey, and the amount that
puzzled more and more, Mary turns her a good
There is the present of money which
busy swarm can gather daily, wc
eyes from the spot she is watching so inwill find it takes about twenty days for
most letters bring her now, and it is while
David has never told h r about
: tently.—
holding this money in her hand that she this music, and these lights, and this gr< at bees to fill their hives with the necessary
amount of comb, w hich if clean will weigh
which comes
forms a sudden resolution
lofty room, and the watching crowd. one ami
to her at that moment as so natural a one
one-quarter pounds. We have
What does it mean? and why is Davy comfound, ir. some instances, when the honey
that she wonders where it has been hidhere.
ing
was
harvest
den before.
good, that bees will collect
A prompt, tumultuous sound of clapand hriug into their hives five to twentySne is on her way from the village postin the crowd, and Mary turn* her
ping
pounds per day. I have often known a
office when the plan suggests itself, and
puzzled eyes back again to the doorway good
when she reaches home—her steps quick
strong stock to gather filly pounds
she had been bidden lo watch. No one is
in the long day-s of August, when the white
in the new excitement—she sits dowu in
there save the few idle figures which have
Alsike clover were in full bloom.
her old seat in the porch and makes it all
stood there
all the time. But now, in
Now, dear readers, let us make a fair
clear to herself. David is working very the cleared
space in the center of the huihcalculation
in this matter, and we will find
to
on
his
be lonely
hard, and is
birthday. ing. a man(w*ho must have passed through
that at five pounds per day the bees will
How can she better use his gift to her ! while she was
gazing at the hand, and
gather and store one hundred pnunds in
than by giving him a pleasure he cannot whose face is turned from
her) a man is
expect, and so prevent his being solitary climbing a single rope suspended from the twenty days. This, at twenty-lire cents
per |Mjtind, would be twenty-five dollars.
on tiiat day
which they have never yet
roof.
Suppose we had plenty of nice combs In
spent apart? Ashe cannot come to hrr
Wondermgly Mary watches the light good
movable frames, to have exchanged
she will go to Aim.
Ah! how his face and active
figure— tightly Had iu white with our
bees, as they filled tip. iu place
will brighten when he sees his mother and
upward with speed of
crimson—springing
forcing them to build new. and using
com* in! How he will start up with outand the agility of a squirrel. Why should
tlte precious uector in making combs,
atreebed arms to clasp her!—1'bat mo-, he do this
daring, foolish thing? Is a man’s up
which to say the least of it. would not he
tuent will repay her for any trouble ahe
life so valueless that he should risk it thus
less
than Illy pounds ol honey. At the
may have in reaching him.
to provoke a moment’s passing wander ?
[uice above named it amounts to $1250;
When once the resolution is formed it
Is death so trivil a thing that lie should
anil now reduce this one-ball, and we see
she begins brave it
holds her tenaciously, ami
recklessly thus to win a moment’s
combs are more
her preparations at once, glud and excitvery clearly that
applause? Ah! to think of (his man's life valuable than the honey
wax that might be made
ed as a child- J$he
pack" her basket, 1 and then of Davy’s!
1
from tf
It
Mt tvvrtif v-fiv**
fhirt v
putting in a chicken some butter, and eggs
amimimt mmUM-. ami wic man s:ir w ai ('ticents per pound.
The best yield that can
and cream, because David says he never es
-prings to h double rope w liich hangs he made from an
class
of
old
ordinary
enjoys these tilings in London as he does from the lotty ceiling, and, setting there
comb is a single pound ot w ax to one and
at home; and she smiles as she ties a
at eas**. looks down upon tin- crowd. Then
.1.
I.,,.. .1.01.
,1......
..II
f.
_l...
one-fourth pounds of comb, which makes
1
Maty A eye* look full into hi* face.
a
difft rence against
the wax ot $0 25
("picturing her hoy's delight when lie
•
•
•
•
•
I have given you the facts in the case;
unpacks these luxuries which she hail
It is a special performance at the circus
will you study tne matter over, dear read
brought him from hi* own vUllage. All on fhi* dune
the far-well of * r, and lor* ike the o d-time of
th it night she lie*
bee-k**epawake, vet rise* brisk the famous night, being
Monsieur Sulli, who. | ing, and try to reform in this, the most
gymnast
utid a* live, almost wondering if "he can
after hi* brief and brilliant career. is retir- pleasant, it understood, of all kinds ot
naily be the Mary Sullivan who has never
from the profession in which he shines
business, that an invalid, especially, and
entered a railway carriage in her life,-- j ing
without a rival Intending to settle down
j ladles with *in ill capital, might engage
she. a traveler, starting alone to a far-off
*o it is rumored, ironically and discontentin with profitv—Rural New-Y orker.
city of which she knows nothing.
office work with an accountant,
Taking her basket on her arm. she edly—to
and to live in a -mall house out in a north
National Bank Interest
walks to the rectory to leave the key of J
suburb with an old mother from the counher cottage with her clergyman uud to
So ridiculous, in the very zenith of
The ouce vexed question of natioiial
try.
ohtaiu instruction* from him for her jourhis fame.
bank interest ought to be clear enough
ney. He give* them clearly and circumOn this farewell night he i- to preform ! henceforth. In the case of the Farmers
stantially, and walking with her to the
for the la-t time
his greatest feat —a feat
and Mt-chanii'*' hank of Hutl'alo vs.
Fleerstation, sees, her ort with the precious
w hicb no one but himself ha* ever
attempt- ing. the supreme court ot rtiel’nited State*
basket in her care und that look of *t*aded
Krom the flying trapeze where he ! brushes away a wilderness of legal cob
fast happiness in her eyes.
now stand*. swinging himself carelessly
webs and mak- s the entire matter plain.
It 1* a long journey; hut the anticipat1.
A national bank in any
to a id fro, he will spring to a stationary
Slate may
ion of David's delight at seeing her abortone forty feet distant; and passing through
take the interest allowed bv the laws ot
ens and beautifies the
way, so that she this, will catch it
State.
one
foot
and
that
by
only,
starts with surprise when a
fellow- passIt that State has a State bank
rate
hang suspended so—one hundred feet
she is at Haddington.
enger tell" her
the national bank may take that rate.
above the arena.
she
stand*
hack
from
the
crowd,
Timidly
A dangerous exploit, of course; hut per3
it there is no state rate, the national
holding Iter basket light upon her arm formed with wondrous nerve and skill.— bank may take seven
per cent., and no
ami watching the passers-by with wisttul,
Surely It will he a pity if, having made his more.
patient eyes. What a great place this reputation. Monsieur Sulli shall still
1
rate
u
national bank may take,
perAny
station is! and every uuc so busy and ensist in hi* determination to retire from the
it may take iu advance.
grossed.
5. t barging a greater rate than above
ring.
A
griiiul success! fl he shout of ap- | allowed,subjects the bank to a forfeiture ot
what to do?” She at laat accosted a port- from floor to
ceiling—testifies to this be- er penalty.
his
er a*
he passed with hamper on
C.
Receiving a greater rate than above
yond a question. Decidedly a grand sucshoulder.
cess! Although in one seat among the allowed renders the bank liable, at any
“Cross to Metropolitan.”
time within two years from tne date ot
crowd a solitary woman, who is a strangCross to MetroplltanI The word* are er there, sits—white, and sill. and dead.
the transaction, to a suit by the party payWhat
cau
her.
to
words
foreign
they
ing. tor tw ice the whole amount of the inBelgravia.
mean? I* there a river, then, betweeu her
terest paid, but to no other penalty or
and David?
suit.
A Forest Corn-Roast.
Auotber porter, coming slowly
up as
7. A national bank my buy. sell or disthe croud disperses, sees the puzzled look
(tolden
count
a bona ji b- bill of exchange, payable
Rule.}
[From Murray’*
how
she
upon thw* woman's face, and
at some other place, at the current rate ot
a day in which a fresh breeze
want
You
dre-s
neat
shrinks apart in her
country
sight exchange, in addition to the ra.e ot
walk through the coru
and hold* her basket with care and pride. i* blowing, when to
and interest above allowed.
“Where do you want to go?” he inquir- field is to hear a singing and buzzing
It will thus be seen that State usury
nulling ail together. It must he a little l aws me not
es kindly.
applicable to a national bank
so that exertion brings a won•*To Farringdou street. I am to cross cool, two.
under
any circumstances, and that State
derful appetite; aud a little excitement, insomething. Hut 1 could not understand.
rate* of interest are applicable nor by
stead of producing perspiration and lanI'm sory to be so troublesome,”
in the stau
unwonted gaycty of reason of my inherent force
“You’d far better have a cab.” the man guor, l* followed by
but simply because
Then you must gave a big basket, law* prescribing then,
spirits.
kindliness
of
in
a
tone
involuntary
says
the National lituk act selects those rate4maiden aunt,
a troop of chiidreu, aud a
“Do you u lad the expense?”
as mater ot
convenience. The national
who **1*11*1 used to such doing*.” and it
‘*1 have six shilling" in change.” "he
Inited States supreme
bank, says the
you can possibly persuade grandpa out in- court in effect in the decision we have reanswers, looking gratefully Into hi* face.—
it
will
to
he
all
the
the
sunshine,
windy
“Will that do?
tired to. is an instrumentality of the
hetter.
“Half of it."
goverme nr of the I'nited States necessary
1 lieu all of you must flock out iuto the
lie takes her to one of the waiting cab*
to the successful operation of that goverDon’t he
and makes a bargain with the man in her sweet-corn patch, and pick.
meiit and by consequeuce no State can
atraid you will get two much; you can’t.
door
the
then
he
closes
i
upon
presence;
or regulate the* operations of the
After the great basket is heaped full, strike j con-roll
her and smile* a* "he drive* away.
-nine.
The National Hank act prescribes
It they are quite
m bee-line lor the woods.
And this is London this line of street*
interest
a national hank mav take and
what
a distance away, it don’t
mailer al ail.
and crowd of people and deafenieg sound
w hat penally itshall incur for taking more.
and weakest of the party you
The
pale-t
he
must
how
long
of wheel*! Hour Davy
and tin* penalty is the only one to which
uiust -cud back to the h u.*e after »otn«*
fresh
for the quiet, shady lane* and tin*
such an institution can be made amenaDon't
salt aud butter and a knife or two.
breeze coming inland from the sea!
ble.— .Wtc York Worldforget lo be as uus- hieVou- aud full of tun
The cab stops, and Mary Sullivan stand*
is one of the spice*
with beating heart at the door of a tall, as you can; for that
needed in this dish. As you happen to
Droll Doings.
nairow house in Farringdou street and
strike the road on your way. and a load
A I.lvF.i.Y l'Altso.N
rings the hell faintly. She waits what "he
Oh! Dr. Strong ot
with a good natured
think* a long, long time before a young of early windfalls,
Hartford, was not often outwitted by his
farmer ou top, is jogging hv. u.-k him it he
her modest
women appears in answer to
On
one
occasion
he had invited a
people.
doesn’t want to add his companion-hip—
ml in fiion*.
youug minister to preach lor him. who
is eyes
least.
11
the
and
some
apples—to
••Will you tell me. it you please, in
proved rather a dull speaker, and whose
will twinkle as he refuses his society, but
whirli room 1 shall liud my sou?"
sermon was unusually long.
The people
red
of
shower
a
Porters,
yellow
perfect
“What's your sou's name'?'’ the girl asks
became wearied, and as Dr. Strong lived
a
Harvests
will
aud
Astrachans
prove
rosy
with a lung stare.
near thee bridge, about the time for the
cordial acquiescence to your last bequest.
"David Sullivan.”
commencement of the afternoon service,
desert.
he saw his people flocking across the riv•Oh, Mr. Sullivan,” she says a little These will do for
found a nice little hollow* full of er to the other church. He
Having
Would
"lie's
out.
more
you
pleasantly,
readiy underarowith
pungent,
yiiwul
Ir
1.^.11 rliur
» !...•»
_l....il,l
perfumed
like to step into the passage and rest?” pine needles, unil
wll li u
"Think you,” David's mother says gen
hear the same young man in the afternoon.
a dozen
borrow
here
aud
there,
up
tly as she meets this uulooked- lor blow peeping
Gathering up his wits, which generally
round stones from the nearest wall, lay
"1 would much rather go to him.”
catne at his bidding lie said to the young
"I don't know where he is. though. them down in a circle and build a tire upon
minister: **My brother across the river
lie’s at an office them. About the edge you must set stoues
He’s nearly always out.
i* feeble aud 1 know he will take it very
on end, like a border, so that there shall
v
all day; then he'.
going out into be
kindly to have you preach to his people,
corn.
an
ear
of
as
about
as
big
spaces
the euuntiy somewhere north, where lie's
aud it you will do so 1 will give von a note
eminto
the
tire
has
burned
After
glowing
to give him. and will be as much oblidged
got a house he’s been furnishing. I don’t
“How to
know where else be goes, but lie’s alw ays bers aud everybody has exclaimed.
you a.s I would to h ive you preach for
1** (tor it is a little chitire
feels
the
good
me, aud i waut you to preach the same
away at night.”
Iv.) aud “Oh, how hungry i am!*’ take sermon you preached to my people this
•He will be at—at that house you speak
the -pleudid white even cars of corn, and.
morning.” The young minister, supposing
of, I suppose?'questions Mary, her voice
a leaf under the end. set each one
tlii- to he a commendation of hi* sermon,
trembling in its eagerness as tier thoughts putting
a
What
he
atones.
a
between
in
space
'•.tiled
if in good spirits, delivered hi*
dwell on this home which David has been up
round
ciimsoii glow, every
The
sight!
note and was invited most cordially to
preparing for her. -l wish you could tell stone
s sho ». i,,g
sf ai like
aud
hot.
a)
pipiug
me where it is.'
preach, lie saw before him one-half of
ears! The
Di Stiong’s people, and they tiad to lis•Hut 1 don't know.’ the girl answers more out from the upward pointed
color acd merrimeut in all the laces round ten an l.otu and a half to the same dull
better
think
-and
should
I
you'd
shortly,
old
of
dear
the
the
in
about, eveu
eyes
humdrum sermon that they heard in the
stay here till he comes back.’
i would rather go to Inui. Do you think aunt, will give a tine zest; and when ev- morning, they understood the joke, how-,
the
corn,
hand,
takes
a
“turning”
erybody
ever, and said they would never underauy one in the house could kindly tell me
the ruddy flame* will fly to their cheek aud
take to run away from Dr. Strong again.
where he is'?’
them ten times as
brow
and
chin,
making
down
the
A young foreigner is coining
handsome as before.
stairs as Mary speaks, and she looks shyly
Mispronunciations.—It is possible that
How rebellious are the kernels! Some
and wistfully at him. So the girl asks the
All get
some crack, some burst.
some one who reads the title of this article
sputter,
where
know
to
Does
he
happen
question.
browned, and some get burned; but never may find himself guilty of failing to proMr. Sullivan is?
mind that. You will tind that nobody can nounce ci like sh in shun. 1 find that my
•Monsieur Sidll—Sullivan?’ the young
wait. The children will begin to nibble lady friend, who is very precise in her lanmin questions.laughing a little as he glancand taste as soon as the small end is done,
guage. will persist in accenting etiquette
es Into the face of the country-bred,yet delnot
willing to roast the butt end at on the first instead of the last syllable
icate-looking woman who stands bolding all. being
were
wish
will
older
folks
The
they
My good uiioister, who has the greatest
her basket so closely to her side. 'Yes, I
children, while they watch the children, aversion to anything wrong, was greatly
know; why?'
to chide them
surprised when I mildly suggest to him
•I am bis mother,’ Mary says, her voice ami they will be ashamed
for doing ju9t what they long to do themtiiat aspirant should be accented on the
bright with pride.
All the ears will be well browned
penult, while my musical niece mortified
'Had you better not wail here until he selves.
have
me the oilier day by
soon, nowever; and then, since you
pronouncing final in
comes?'
lei
been so busy aud cheerful, you may
two syllables.
1 heard my geological
*1 would rather go to him, if you’d help
the second row of beau
the subsidence of the
some one else
friend
▼id say* an again anil again
mother's shaking lips.

that you may never have to work as
you work now.or deny yourself as you de*
ny yourself now. You have so little, mother, to make your life easy and bright.’
'Little!" she cries through her happy
tears.
'Little! when I have you, Davy!'
•\Ve both have all we need, dear mother,' the boy says, laying his curly bead upon her shoulder.
*1 would not change
homes with the richest boy In our college,
he
would
laugh at the notion; but
though
still, I mean to give you more. I am making the most of my time.’
‘And wbat do the masters say of you,
Davy Y
•That I am the best arithmetician in the
school,’ the boy says, laughing; 'and best
(for my age) in one or two other things.—
Hut, mother, 1 beat every fellow—older or
er;

foetra.
Burnt
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•You are quite sure? be asks again with
the laughing glance.
•Quite sure, sir.’
•Then I will direct you, for I am going
that way myself. You had better, at aoy
rate, leave your basket here.’
So she gives it to the young woman
with a shy request that It may be taken
care of. then follows her guide out iulo
the street. It seems to Mary that they
have walked for miles dowu noisy and be
uildeiing streets, when they turn and enWith a
ter a wide and open doorway.
sign to his companion to follow, the stranger walks on along a carpeted passage,
only pausing a moment to speak to a man
who is standing there inst as If he inighl
be waiting lor them.
Mary follows hei
guide on and on, wondering how this light
ed way could lead to aoy home whicl
David lias chosen for her.
Yet all the while her heart Is fluttering

put

ties around the coals, aud apply yoursel
Does i
to the main business of the hoar.
Is there just salt and buttei
taste good?
enough on the one place which exactlj
pleases your eye, and where you mean t(
set your teeth in just one second?
Well, well,there is no possible argumen
in the matter. Y'our bright eyes, siniiin;
features, satisfactory attitude,and genera I
seif complacency, proclaim to all the ac
tively-engaged dear ones around.that then
is uo way to cook corn and have it perfec t
except in this method. Confess that ou r
egotism regarding recipes is, as Georg
Francis Train says. No egotism: tbs t
which you cau back up!’
1

—An editor wrote, -we have received *
basket of straw berries from Mr. Smith, fc r
which he will except our compliment s
some of wiiich are lour inches in circuu
ference.

I will close by remarking that my legal
friend, who is very scholarly, always accent coatljutor oh the second instead of the
third, where it rightfully belongs.—New
England Journal of Education.
—'Some confounded idiot has out that
where I can't And it!’ growled old Asperity the other day as he rooted about
the desk. 'All, um, yes! X thought so.’ he
continued In a lower key. as he hauled the
article from behind his ear.
pen

—After quoting a poem, an editor added that "these lines were composed by a
voting man of great promise, who has
lain in his grave for fourteen years solely
lor his own amusemeut,”

New Publications.
—We have received from R. H. Curran .t
School .St. Boston, elegant portraits of
the Republican {'residential Candidates,
printed by the Contiuential Bank Note Company, ot New York, which in every respect ure
first class steel engravings. They are printed
on heavy plate paper of the size of 24x19 inches.
The price is one dollar per copy a great e•luction from engravings of this superior class.
Aside from the interest which now attaches to
the originals, these engravings will furnish a
l>erpetual attraction to lovers of art and admirers of the
beautiful, as ornaments for their
Homes. See advertisement in another column.
Co. 1W

The Galaxy for October opens with an admirable historical article by the Hon. Okie «n
Welles. touching upon the political events of
1 Nil-2. and the career and policy of President
Lincoln. The writer’s position as Secetory of
the Navy during those troublous times gave
for observing the inner
him rare
life and motives and character of the President
and tue difficulties and d.mgcrs be had to dea?
with. Portions of the history and correspondence now brought out f®r the lirst time by one
of the prominent actors will be read with pe-

opportunity

.i.li
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...fnroA

Vnll.iwlnif fill,
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Memoirs” of which the
lamented General Glister has completed but a
bailment of the “War

few chapters when so suddenly interrupted by
death. This article whi written in rump during the stages of that tatal march which crown,
ed his brilliant career.
Mr. Elliot contributes an article upon LouseIn d art as seen an the Philadelphia Exhibition.
Mr. Richard Grant White, the Shakespearean
schorlar aud critic, contributes a delightful es•ay iu the form of a chapter of advice to young
per-ons who wish to read Shakespeare to the
It is marked with his usual
best advantage.
delicacy and subtleness of suggestion.
The number contains besides “Madcap Violet.” the serial of WilPam Black, two stories,
one being an excited episode of the iatc Spanish was, by Lieutenant Very, L\ 5. Navy.
1 here is some good poetry in the number,
and the departments of science, book review,
and current gossip contain their usual varied
and attra* tive discussions.
>

ST. Sicholas F >r October Concludes the
third volume of this most admirable magazine
with a very interesting array of contributions.
Among the tir-t is au article by Prof, Richard
A. Proctor, entited •■Th'* Morning aud Evening Star.” It is an admirable paper, explaining simply and clearly the various changes and
.ndifious;or the planet Venus.Jso far a* known,
i he distiu.'ui-h d author gives many interesting Luts and explanations in the short space
of five page.-,and illustrates them with four
excellent diagrams.
Mrs. oliphant'* series on “Windsor Castle”
is concluded in the present numUr w itli a papwith
er "U “(J-.ieen Victoria." If is illustrated

-ev.-rai tine pictures.and a large and beauiilui engraving of “Princess Victoria” formes
the lrontispi* ce of the number. W<- are sorry
to sa> “good-bye" to Mrs. Ollphant, aud the
old c tstle -In* ha- made so intt eating.
Mr*<. Dodge furnishes th** “Talk with Girl-."
this month, with the article on “A Colonel*
serial
Brooks’
Woman's Mu-rumMr.
verv
>torv of “The.
the other good things of the number are a
Revolutionary story of “How the scotch-cap
Family saved its Bacon, with two good pictures by Sol Eytinge; a
story of Italian life by
M. M. 1>.
Mi-an < oolidge. a little poem by
called “Out of the Sky." and a funy jingle
“The Cat and Dog,’, exuis itelv illustrated by
Addie Ledyard.
The “t « ntenuial” is recoguized in Dick Hariii
din's comic and inimitable “boy-letter*;*’
and
the poeiu of
l he Legend on th-- Pane :
\\ ashingtou
in tin- article
on “How General
got hi-Clothes”—which brings us to the n-

Box.EiiLi',niw/.’ulri,',a.ta.4

••

v

Jack-in-thedepartments.
ay?*-iut* resting
the Letter-Box and Riddle-Box.

Pulpit.

Scribner for October.—"Notes on SalnionFi-hmg” is' the h ailing illustrated article in
Scribner for Oct**l»ert and the tir-t of a -cries of
It is profuseiy
articles on American sports.
illustrated and great paius have b *en taken lo
Mr. A.
make the draw iugs technically iMrrect.
G. Wilkinson the author, »*■* in- to coinpi* t* >
exhaust the subject, not failing to in* lude *
minute account •>! tin- curious wav iu which the
Mr. Llareuce » ->ok
rods are manufa*-tured.
continues las illustrated talks about furniture,
his headings this lime being: "**n route tor the
dining-room—a halt iu the hall—the dmingrmiiii.” Col. Waiing’s illustrat'd papers descriptive of the beautiful and little fr* qu*nt*-d
Mo-el River, and entitled ‘The Brill- «*f the
Rhine,” ar*- <• mcluded. I'll*- College article this
mouth is on the Ma-sachuaetts Agricultural
* **ll»
and contains information a- to agriculturid education which will b*- new to ino-t
r- aders.
Thomas J. Vivian discusses “John
some
« liiuaiiiali in Sail Francisco,” and makes
rather startling statements. Then then* i-a
-ketch of the Great Fair by Donald G. Mitchell,
al-o a
by Jolui Burroughs, entitle*! "Au-

paper
Tides:” a story by Boyeseu called ‘The
Man who Lost his Name;* continuations of
*That Lass Jo’ Lowrie’s and ‘Philip Nolan’s
Friends;’ and poems|by Rithard Henry i>todtumn

M

-.rv

M

nn*-s

l>,,dj-e. and R. (

VCTS.

Dr. Holland's ‘Topics of the Time’ are l be
Civ il Service,’ ’Suspected Duties,’ and ’English
and American Copyright.’ The Old Cabinet
contains "A Discouraging Experience,’ ’Criticism,’ ‘Hawthorne,’ etc, V. T. tjuinn has in
•Home and Society’ some timely directions
about fall planting.' In‘Culture and Progress’
Darwin is discussed; the eWorld's Work’ describes the artificial production of ice; and in
•Hrk-a-Brne’ there is a description of the manner of administering
religious discipline in a
certain colored household.
Publishers

of
among their
attractions for the coming year a new serial
-torv by Dr. J. G. Holland, to ire entitled *Nicholas Minturn,' the conclusionot ‘That La.-s o’

Scribner for 1S76-7.—The
Scribner’s Monthly announce

as

Lowrie s and of Philip Nolan’s Friends;’ a new
novel by Mi»s Traftou, ‘His Inheritance;’ Sketches of Foreign Travel, by Gen. McClellan; a
series of sporting articles beginning with "Salmou-Fishiug,’ m October, and to include TrouiFistiing. Grouse, Duck-Shooting, etc., etc.;
••Twelve Hours with Hie Microscope,’ by Mrs.

Herrick, illustrated with drawings by the author. and describing The Beginnings of Lite,’
‘Single-Celled Plants,’ ‘Microscopic Corals.’
and other wonders of the organic world ; the
Co-operative movement in Great Britain, by
Charles Barnard (author of ‘One Hundred
Thousand Homes’,) being the record of an expedition made lor the benefit of the readers of
this magazine |among the co-operative shops
and factories ot England and Scotland; more
paper- by Mr. Clarence Cooa on house-lurnishing; more descriptions of American Cities; and
many other papers of interest.

—Harper's Magazine, for September conmatter’
all unusual variety of reading

tains

Book VII. of George Eliot’s •’Daniel Deronda’
is given entire. In this part. Deronda meets
his mother, and Gwendolen’s career reaches
its culmination in one of the strongest dramatic
situation that George Fliot has ever portrayed.
‘A Woman-hater-’’of which the third part is
given this Number, is published anonymously
in Blackwood and Harper; but so strongly
has it impressed caitical readers, that its authorship has been attributed to the most vigorMrs. Dinah Muloek
ous ol English novelists.
The Laurel Bu-h.”
Craik’s beautiful story,
has reached its lout til part; and Juiiah Hawthorne's‘Garth" is still eoniinued.
explaining
earth's crust, but he should have accepted
Ill addition to the four strong serial stories
the second instead of tlie first syllable. already mentioned, there are in this Number
The same mistake happened the other dav five excellent short stories.
J. T. Trowbridge contributes another of his
to my friend, the president of the Reform
characteristic domestic stori. a in verse, “Tom’s
society, who spoke of the vagaries of cer- t ome Home.” beautifully illustrated by Sol
tain people by accenting the first instead
Poems are also contributed by T.B.
lie Also announced Eytinge.
ol the second syllable
Aldrich. Geoige Luct, Mary E. Vandyne. John
that I would deliver an address, that even- W Chadwick, and Car) Spencer.
ing, hut 1 knew it was not polite to tell
Among the illustrated papers are Olive
him to accent :be last syllable. My boy Logau's gossipy article about Life at Long
Dr. A. II. Guernsey's able summary
says he left school at recess, accenting the Branch;
remarkable work on Japan,
first syllable, and he was loth to believe ! of Mr. Griffis’s
an interesting article on Eton
ihat, w hatever the tueauiug of tlie word. just published:
and the history of Mason
E.
S.
Nadal;
College,
it should he accented on the final syllable, and Dixon’s Line, bvlhc Kev.
Tryon Eewaids.
Then my friend, the president of the debatfield
ot
Natural
the
In
History we have two
ing club, who is a great student of Cush- very interesting il.u-trated contributions: one
Carnivorous
ing's Manual, tells us that a motion to ad from Mrs. Mary Treat, on the
Plant*of Florida; the other, an entertaining
journ takes the precedence, by accenting article
on the habits of the Baltimore oriole, by
the first instead of the second syllable
! Ernest Ingersoll.
My other lady friend says Umt she live
In the vdiiorial departments the reader will
in a house having a cupeluw. She shoult 1 find discussed all the nou wm
hy current events
consult a dictionary for that word. Bu
of science, literature, and society.

correspondent

—A

ClK (CltsiDortl) Jlmrrtcan.

of tlie Baltimore f/ar-

INDIANA.

ette
(Democratic) writes from North
Corolina that that State is going RepubPublished every Thuradav Morning at Coonaha, ! lican.
The vote of the State, he says,
*Hnrk, Ellsworth, Me.,
by THE HANCOCK !
wil he determined by the action of about
\NM\TT PU4U^IIING COMPANY.
For term-. Ac., -ee first page.
“Union men” iu the counties
west
M PETTKNGILL A CO., 10 staf* Street,
It »i>>n, ?7 Park Row. New York, au-tp-l Chestnut of the Blue Ridge, who have been disStreet, Philadelphia. are our Agent* tor procuring
gusted with the Democratic party by the
a Iverti.-eiuent* tor the AMCmCAV in the above
citie-. and authorise*! to contract for advertising 'prominence of the
reactionary *ece-.-ion-

IFniro Harper** Weekly, Sept. il.]
■
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lent impression.
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excel-

an

Ohio all Iliuml‘l»e NVa-iuugtou eoi
of the Bo-ton .|i/orM>r. writ-

res|Kmdeiit
ing

Saturday,

on

-ays:

Report-

received here to-day from Olilo
-ay that there i- uu occasion lor the panic |
1
which exists in some Republican quarters)
(regarding the result of the October e
|tion in that Sfate. Tin* Cincinnati r -w- 1
\ mtreial of yesterday siy- the panic will
(have a go*hI efleet In rallying the lb-publileant to redouble their efl'**rt« P* a«*hieve a
victory. At tie* same time, the i'emm^rri il
-ay-, the State is sure t.« go Republican !
two weeks from next Ihurmlav by a tair
majority, ami that «5overip»r Hayes will
carry »be State in November by an overwhelming majority.

«»•-j

TETTSSDAT. SEPTESBEB 23,1376.

Republican Nominations.

D it any wonder that the negroes are
restive in S-uth < aroliua when -pc.tker—

a« are

friends, I tell you there are certain
tnu-t put out of the way.
Those
men are Uhatnberlaio. Kiliott. Spartuick
and other*.
They must be killed, for they
are leaders of the negro, and if we can get
rid of them we can carry
tiling- as we
want them.
We don't care for United
We
have
met
them iu the
states troops.
held, and we are ready to meet them again.
[Cries of “ye- we ,re.” and appiau-e ]
And now let me tell you. what to »to on
election day : <»o. en tuas*e and arnual.
arid try and force the negro**- to vote our
ticket. It they don't do it, -hoot them
1 wan ant
down and cut off th* ir ears.
y<>u thia will leach them a .cs»-«ui; ai.*l.
w«* will
even if we are not elected.
go t<»
olumbia iu force, ainl. il not allowed to
fake «»ur sea;-. We w :li -urround the State
liou-e and tear it d >w u. and .-how them
wi will rule.
What -ay >*»;». men. can’t
we d » it !’*
Loud n;i r ol “Yes. damn it.
men von

RUTHERFORD B. HAYES,
FOR

OHIO.

l< E PRESIDENT

V

WILLIAM A. WHEELER,
NEW YORK.
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FOR PRESIDENT:

OF

uttering such sentiments
contained lu the following.

that state

iii

Ity Tel* graph

t'»e Tribac**

to

Till RK< o|j|»

a-Lington, Sept tM.—Senator l’atterson
ml here this morning from South Car*
o.iiia to apply for more help to proteet the
*\

l-

and prevent the terrorism which
over the w hole State.
tiov.Cham-

l

n

M.d I riited States

ia-•

and

't-r-i

will

others
An old

morning.

speak

not

him,

the

on

«>

to

t'« ii

r

111.1

not

speak

who has

the

Hampton

and (i«v.

T .der.. and

ex u-ed
himself by -ay
g
that be was forced to do so to save Ins

pertv, and j*rhaps hi- life.
The whole white male Democratic i*>pulation in paid to be completely armed,

p

and
vers,

\

t

large consignments of rifles, revoland knives are received constantly.
dealer

no

w

ill sell

Republican

a

even

knif<

The very boys go armed, and the
b< ■> s ot the mi. ary school at < dumbia
"pen'.y wear their r< v- .ver- belted around
tin in.
I’he Senator says that fully 2".
a

and mounted,

armed

men.

.>.

and these forces

lame,

The people

'1 iidcu

and drilled.

reported

are

as

claims.

openly in favor of a fight, and
a- *aying that
they don’t care a—for the Na-by
l u.ted Mate-, and troops, or the North, by ttie
IJiM'jiS

—

Ulitl

Util.

they

bound to

y the .V ate
ti-ai unit's

r«>i

S'lu’i.r

<»r

Patterson

will

dare to

move

<

de-

say

they have immediate help

man

h le-s

Hampton

«.*!•-«• t

r

s

no

talk,

and if Indiana goes
Carolina. North
:i. and Florida w ill follow, and there
be an outbreak which will almost be

m

to

Vote,

D< mocraiic that
<
w

extermination of Republicans;
are done evety
day of w hich not

<■!

•*

South

murders

whisper reaches the North.

a

Political Notes.
The Ohio

—

Republicans are entirely conThey have

lent ot victory in October.
been working hard lately, and
:

set

y

ing the effects
lh* C.*r*

::i

i.fv

“Ohio will

»mmou:
an

*

on

the

the

loth of

tins

!!• rild

sort of

becoming
as
surely go UepubliOctober as that day
i-

only question is as to the size
majority, and that d. pends wholly
The

lines.

«*t

l

evident-

are

it, ‘for

of

upon the attention of the Republicans to
me duty of v ting.
We have no fears of
Democratic voting; nil our anxiety i- to
b

vtav

,iui

mu

II

«vj'uum.ou

[lie

jublicans are impressed with the imixjr.m e ol voting on the
loth of Oetobtr as
vil as on the 7th <■ t November, the rnsjorhy "ill he overwhelming. We are utterly
opposed to betting oil election. It is an immoral practice, and should uot be indulged
io. Cut if any Kepubliean in New Y#rk
holds a diflereut view ou this question of
morals, and should have a handle of greenK

backs shaken under his

nose

by

an

unreg-

Democrat with an offer of odds that
Diiio will go Democratic in October—take
it.[—New York Tribune.

enerate

Washington, Sept. 24. ls7o.
tiov. Chamberlain passed through Washington to- day on his return to South
urolina
It seems Irom dispatches received by him from Columbia within the
<

last three days that the truth about the
recent disturbances at House's
Bridge.
Aiken county, has not been fully stated.
It is said that 25 negroes were killed
ing Sunday and Monday last, and

dur-

only
reported Willed. Dispatches received by Gov. Chamberlain
and letters received by Senator Patterson
tiiis morning state the number of negroes

two

white men are

killed
no

as

variug from 30

whites

were

these letters and

to

killed

dispatcnes

100, and
It

is

that

tended cause of the disturbance
assanlt by two colored men upon

that

said
the

pre-

was
a

in
an

white

woman; that one of the negroes was killed
and the other escaped, and that then foll-

siaugbttr, as above related, dursubsequent days.
••During the past seven years there have

owed the

ing the

two

in this hall an average of seven colored
representatives. Most of them bad been
sat

siaves.

deprived by

they

were

read,

to

the laws under which

right to learn to
public meetings, or avail

bom of the
attend

themselves of any of the common methods
of obtaining information concerning public
All of them came from an humble
affairs.

place in life.

Y'et what

equal

number of

that lions* can be chosen on any principle
of selection that will stand higher, either
tor fidelity, wisdom or propriety in the discharge of their higher duties? Who can
cite an instance of an improper utterance
in speech or of an undignified or unbecom? What
ing act of a colored representative
colored man has been compelled to supor inpress from official reports any angry
temperate utterances which have eorne
from his heart in the heat of debate?—
Qtorge F. Hoar.
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than the
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and

subjection
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Rally.

of llie New

York Tribune. gives the follow ing account of one of
the hundreds ot republican meetings which

f humanity ha* spread il*elf over the
Then I
great green ti* 1 1 around the little beech
bed to explain to era w at th** Ten « otngrove where the seat* and the p.a’form
tn and menu wu/
Did v*»-i ever know a ait.
The escort clubs in their many•’
«•
icd uniform- move to and fro. or break
to
r.-e
above the scource uv its
party
ran*.* w.'.’i v
*. \
of cheers; the polidorstrength? It ► ail verv well lor thi- vile
w
g i, s u-, io.td their joyous freight;
sheet in Non ^ *»rk » tad al- -ct hat-1 mm:
Iaui v j .r’.i's iu h>».id »y and picnic retire
ey there, lor the bloated bondholder- «>f i up-the km-n; new d*-.cgatiou* are conthe Dimocnsv there want it hot do we?
y arriving witfi in»**.c an«l banners;
th.
are t> nip af romping children, knot*
Not any.
We waul paper an 1 lot* uv it,
of r»»s\-cheeked girl* walking with interand we’re agoiu* to hev it. What km the in
gle.J arms, young couple* making love
Ka-t do about ic-oomiu? llcv the Dim- ai d eating hint be* n at the -ame time;
ocri-y any strength there? Jist euuff to h*» -tbs where rustics fea**t on lemonade
at .1 gingerbread.
The earne-tnc-* of the
hold the post-offices in case the Diuiocri*v
tics is t* mpered with much merry*
p
elect h Fresident. Hut who elects the mnk
g. am! the air is vocal with laughter,
Ihnnocralic President? We uv Kentucky, th#** :-. :i».d voiig*. What a scene for a
How characteristically American,
uv Virginuy, uv Maryland, and
Georgy. painter!
and In w rich in eieiuelita of the picturMassachoosiU w ants hard money, but i*
esque !
our beloved Tildengoiu back on Kentucky
• >u
y a small part of the throng can get
w here he lie/, friends for the
ike uv Mas— withi.i rang*-of the orator’s voice, but the
aehoo-iU. w ere he hasn't a cupola. guard ! res*, seem none the les- happy, for It I*
the holiday diverson.
th** crowd*, the
And speaking uv the payment uv the
biavery of the procession, the music, and
claims uv Deekiu Fugram and <*apt. M<- th** fun of the occasion they came
chiefly
to enjoy. A* many people a* ran
Feller, how i- the Govei meut agoiu to re*
p->».«ihly
hear pack In upon tlie scales rising aiufoe- it? Ain't we the Democratic pairy
phtlhi ater-like again-! a sloping hill, or
we and sick
ez
we from the Southern
make a th a fringe arround their margin.
>tate-?
Will there be a member uv Con- It I* an attentive audience,
quick t<» apgress electid in the South whose eon- la'id a go >d point, and relishing keenly
a funny story
of
remark.
witty
Nearly
Stityooents didu't lose fence rale-* and
half tic* listeners are ladies. The speaker,
mules and sweet potatoes? Our repi*’.neill<»en.
Harrison, i* a man of
medium
ative will be safe on this question, and ez height,
compactly built, with a frank counthe Northern Deform Diiuecrat* will git tenance. bright blue eyes, light-brown
hair, and blonde beard. In conversation
tlieir u back in. they will be satisfied uv
hi* manner i- quiet, rather reserved, enthe just! e uv the daines. Wat el-e hev
If-possessed; but
tirely unassuming, yet
we to consider iu the matter?’*
on the -;uinp lie takes hold of hi* audience
a* if it belonged to
him. and
Weep* it
easily in his control as long a- he w i-beIntimidation Ml the Ootlli
Iri the evening the citizen**, such a* are
The Wa.-hiugton corresjioiitle.it ».f the not doiiHM rats, light up their houses and
Boston Advertiser semis the following to hang out Chinese lanterns, and the uniformed clubs p:tradc| the streets with
that paper
torch*«. There is more speaking; this
Within a few days appeals for protec- time from a rule
platform at a street
tion and for more troop- have been receiv- corner, and whenever one
goe- about the
ed here from (H'rsons of conservative i,l«:iplace there i- a bln/** of light ami uproar
in South t arolina ami Louisiana. These of drum- an fifes and hra-s band*, of men
represent lhat a- tlie time gradually grows V'-ciiet ring campaign songs or hurrahing
nearer for election the white-liners become
b»r II iyeand
for •*Tom"
Wheeler,
bolder and more threatening in their ae- Brow u
The candidate for Congress) ations, Senator West to-day received a tet- if they were wound up and could not -top.
ter from a well known citizen of LouisIt is nearly midnight before the last club
iana, who never voted tbe republican tick- gets away on the car- and the ia*l
string
et. saying that he had at last got bis
eyes of vehicle- departs for tne country'.
open, and fully realized that it was the
as
Such attiuirI have describe** are not
purpose of these who fought to destroy exceptional: the occur every day in dozthe Union to re-ojien the conflict to the ens of localities
The Central Committee
extent of murdering all who would not
have only to announce a meeting a week
with
them
agree
politically and assist or so in ailviim-e and inform the local
l them to gel complete control of the
gov- committee, and when the flay arrives, the
1
erment by electing TildeD.
the writer whole neighborhood
appears to boil ovei
says it is clearly the duty or tbe adminis- , with partriotism.
tralion to take warning and prevent the
shedding of b lood oil the day ot the Presideotial election by sending enough tioops
to intimidate this rebel elemeric. so that
—The saddle used by G**n. Grant during
all persons can vote without taking their the
rebellion, ami on which be was mount
lives in their hands. The appeals ftom
| (south
ed when Lee surrendered at Appomattox,
!
Caroliha are similar to the above
was sent by him, after be became Presi; and call attention to the fact that ail the
associated press agents in Uie State are dent of the United Slates, to Israel Washex-rebels, who systematically suppress burn.
Ksq., ot Livermore. Maine, as a
I accounts of the almost daily murders of
inoffensive negroes, and publish only such token of his regard to the Washburn famstories as can be given a democratic color- ily. It is now in the hall of the Norlands
ing and the negroes made to appear as mansion, the home of Mr. Washburn,
the aggressors. These accounts of tbe
where it will be kept as an heirloom to
real condition of tbe South as well as
hundreds of others, have been laid before ; future generatioug.
I tbe President, and it can be announced i
authoritatively that he has now tally determined to extend the protection desired,
—The explosion ot Hell Gate. New York
and tfiat within tbe next thirty days not
harbor, Sunday, proved completely sucless than three or four additional regiments
cessful. The anticipated commotion and
will be distributed throughout tbe South.
This decision has been communicated to disturbance on shore and in the harbor
prominent Southern men here, and is re- did not take place, and those who removceived with marked evidence ot approval
and satisfaction. This additional number ed their goods from houses in the neighborhood of ttie great mine bad tbeir troubof troops will, it is believed, be sufficient
to ioduce all voters to go to tbe polls and
le for their pains. The effect of the exvote honesty, and he the means ot saving
plosion was just what Gen. Newton an(he Jives of hundreds of innocent persons.
t

ti !*-

oimuandiuc.ils 1
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ticipated ;

hurt, no property
slightest, and the
Gereral has just ground for pride in view
of the successful completion of his gigantic undertaking.
The little daughter of Gen. Newton, applied the key which caused the great explosion Sunday. The praise of Gen. Newwa-

—The Lewiston Journal says that it is
understood that tbe full court will sustain
the decision of Judge Walton and Chief
Justice Appleton that the nuisance act
reaches and prohibits native and ntoxicatiog cider tippling shops. Under this law,
such tippling shops may be fined not exceeding 91000 or imprisonment of tbe
keepers for not more than one year.

publican statesmanship.

Now.

we

Savannah.
New York Sept. 28.
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damaged in

ton is universal.

was

the
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venerable

Freeman of

William

Cherrytield now !I3, walked to the polls,
three-fourths of a mile, at the last election

face
which are worn preclude the use of but few
back
flowers. Long streamers are worn at the
the show
and black velvet bonnets are seen in
windows more than last season. The flowers
and Iruit In the millinery stores were never
**more beautiful.

Kapldly Sprrsdlaa.

Over Two Thousand Persons Sick in

con-

cede all that may fairly be urged againet
are being held in the rural
portions of In- the party. We do not defeud the extraordiana
dinary report ol Mr. Rout well, nor any of
the proved delinquencies ami rascalities of
I cannot better portray the picturesquene*s enthusiasm, and dramatic
Intensity any Republican officer, nor the extrava
gatice aud corruption of much legislation
which characterized the remarkable camIn totne of the Southern States.
Rut the
paign in progress in this state, than by de-cribing a republican mass imeting In a responsibility of the South rests mainly
the
with
Southern
whites
the
ami
with
The scene in t'ainbrldge
country town
* Lfemocrnt'r.
party both in the Northern and
city, a -mail place with a big name, conw ar
ended
taining perhaps 2.500 inhabitant-, and sit- Southei it Stales. When the
the entire moral aud mental mastery of
uated about sixtv miles ea-t of here: and
w
as in the bands of the Souththe position
the occasion is a speech hv Gen. Harrison,
We ern master class This has been always evithe republican nominee for Governor.
one
dent
to
who reflected U|K>n the «ut>any
arrived about noon with the orator of the
hut the late speech of Mr. Lamar, the
day. At the railway station a com piny of ject;
only really able Southern Representative,
men in Continental cooked hats and black
if accepted as a correct statement, would
oilcloth capes trimmed with white, headput it beyond question, lie involves himed by a bras* band, w ait In line to receive
him
While the band plays, the local com- self, Indeed, in a logical absurdity by the
to use Ids ow n statement against its
effort
mittee men put u< iti a barouche drawn by
necessary conclusion, but Ids evidence is
four fine white horse*, w itH tall plume*
decisive.
nodding on their head-, and we move off in
In speaking of the slaves aud master*.
quite a triumphal fashion, the hlack-caped
Mr. Lunar -aid. ‘Harmony, friend-hip.and
fellow going to the front to cleai the w av.
confidence existed between these (wo races.
A* soon a* vie cuter the street leading up
Indescribable sympathies, old memories,
to the village, we pass another long line <»l
kindly set vices mutually tendered, ties of
men wearing blue cape-, and red,
white,
childhood,
of youth, of manhood, day * of
and blue cap-, and carrying torches ready
of battle, nights of watch ng,
tor service in the night parade.
They t ill labor, days
nights of anguish, had so Intertwined (he
At thIn behind in good military wav.
lives ot that generation of Southern men
next cro-s street there i* a squadron of
mounted men in scarlet trouser* and white and women, width and black, that a! the
close of the war there was scarce a black
shirt* w alting on the right to swell the line,
man, woman, or child who did not have
and on the left a large body of loot men in
some endearing
relation with a white man
scarlet shirts and dark trousers, carrying
or child, and was not also the obpoli-hed tin lamps fixed above the visor* woman,
ject of a reciprocal attachment.’
Of the red cap*.
This, then, according to Mr. Lamar, was
With much blowing of h »rn« and beating
the relation between the races w hen the
of drum*—tor all the-e troops hare hand*
slaves were emancipated. Rut If it were
of -oine sort—we at la-f gain the mail)
so. it Is not conceivable that (he docile, destreet. It look* like an Italian town in carpendent affectionate blacks whom Mr.
rival time, a* far a* the house* with their
Lamar describe*, would Instantly have dofi ij-. testooii* of evergreen*, and Chinese
“cried those with whom they were living
lantei * are concerned, but in the roadway
in such endearing relations, to ally
themtill*-;« l- a -pe. I :»**ie whleh f«*r gav Color*.
Vet the fact
Hovel .‘.* v !*•••-. a• i<l real pir(ute*qu« lie*-. Iio solve- with utter strangers.
It
can
of
the
is
and
deseitlon
undeniable,
f’i
testa «••»!. | equal—an
\mehcau
have, upon Mr. Lamar’s theory, hut one
\ et complete
m
It
p
prill
explanation. It Is the freedmeu suddenly
«.r «»iga
/• *|. for if is not to move until the
speakers have had their dinner at the vil- di*tru*ted the tna-ter cla*-.
What w
the re .item of this distrust upThere
iage mu. hut the material I* here
been U|*on
on the part of those who hail
a
e tmir**
wagon* built up with *>oard* in
-tich endearing term- with the wfrtes?
| v t amnUI fashion to make -••at* for pretty
Mr
Lamar
iitst-U that the government mg il*dre--«s| In white,
and wearing coronet- it gi t
pasteboard, lliev represent, -pired di-tru-t by a-auming the hostility
Rut had the relation been
of course. the -fate- of the I’moti.
One *f of the whites
wh»r tie describes, no government could
the-e great ‘•t»«rr*t- Its* a canopy upon
w hu h stand* the Godde-* of Libert v. holdpovsibly have accomplished such a rcault
From hi- own argument, the conclusion is
ing t-v-l t*> a voting tree that towers up to
irresistible that it i% The Intelligent Southa-totii-lr.: g height, and lliug- out the
ern
-• »rwhite*, and no! the ignorant blacks,
and -ti*p«. from Ih low it* leafv
who have drawn the color line
For if in
cioviii.
V not her wagon contain* t w o or
the mailer cla-s
any Slate the spirit of
three tlo/e.i grav -haired men who voted f »r
had beco truly friendly; If the first State
Harris
in Jsjo -a• *■ i ar** g .ing to vote for
hi- grandson In lt*7*‘*
In amHher there i- I legislation after the war had not been an
a gl«-e
oppressive black code ; If the tone of the
ub of young ladle- and gentlemen
prcii* had been sensible and sympathetic
nging campaign song* to the arcompaniinstead of cruel and scornful; if labor connieut «•: a « atnnet organ and krv-hugif
\
tracts had t>een reasonable and honestly
little white and blue cotton cloth for draif school* had been liberally enenforced:
pery. with evergieen*. f! wer-. banner*,
a:
a
in**!’giv*
gala **>k to the-e pro- couraged; if |H>litica! co-operation had
t**en *iooerely sought; if white public opinion lu 1 made the Ku-Kiux
•
Inipofmbl*1 by
tar a- »«•( tu *«•*-.
ialiite*t of tlit*ui .ill W one MipfM.rtiug I It** summary repression; if the press had
a vctH.thlc l*»g < abtn.
Smoke l««ue« from denounced it. and the courts and juries
and all local legal authorities had pursued
ti»*- -*.-k « hiitinev.
and cooii-skim are
and punished it; If. Indeed, there had
iiu.
1 U|*«»n t!•«* w .1
while on 'In* roof is
a ..w-coni), who app* .*i
anywhere among any considerable pirt of
to he try.;/ t<»
»1:tiati a sapl.:.g t*» get a frightened and the white imputation, a solitary sign of
w ofui-i-*okit>g
really friendly interest, or care, or desire
democratic ro«<*ter that i«*
making the best Instead of the worst of the
ti* «i to a
ranch.
A-our barouche inaa«situation, there would have been no white
it- w.iv t r. ;^h tin* crowd-, the people |n
i:ne. no considerable Ku-Klux.no Southern
th** vein' « *•. on the -alewaik-. and at the
w u.dow* of the Iiuuh
cheer th*-ir cat.di- question
I'he trouble* of that question are not. a*
late v ». it< ro i-iv. and he re«poad* t«> th**lr
*
constantly alleged, mainly due to the
I'he little
gtei-tii «:* with -m,;» and t*.wt music, dust, and noise.
Republican party, but to the sulleu folly
town is full
which ha** always instated upon one thing
A ha*fy dinner ia eaten, and we -et out
and one only.—that the Southern whit#*
for th* place of meeting. w hich of course
•houhl be left to d with the blacks *« they
1* * ut*u! doorlb** marshal* da-hlng
ch«H*M| ids is what it meant by ‘home
ab >ut on fine bor*« •». whilh much display
ru>.' and this Is what Mr. Lunar and the
*•1
lorcil -a-he-. Os* tl s and ssddleDemocratic dirty h*»j#e to accomplish bv
n- g"! the prtic*-s. .«n in shape.
A- we
the election of Mr. Tilden. The Republitv'■ the mile-long -treel at the top of the
are responsible
can*
for many mistakes
hoi and turn into the ti- Ids We gel a v i«*vr
and offence* in the Southern States, but
of the line—a river of bright line* moving
the greatest of all for the country, would
through th*- >.arker margin of |.»okcr«-on
be to abandon them in despair.
There is
»■ ..ue tlie w ty.
What a -in*, g »p"
.*! And what tua*-e* ..f people— quite enough intelligence and patriotism
ta<
w .men.
among Republican* to pursue a policy that
tic
id children!
Where have
could not be stigmatized as that of the car< mu*
th* y a
from. I«*r the vsi tg** could
>: hav«
pet-hag or the bayonet,—It is that foreuutrihuted a hundredth part **f
diad wed by Mr. Have*; while that of the
th*iu?
1 hey have come by rail from the
Democrat* must necessarily be that of Mr.
town*, hig and i.ttle, for twenty miles
Lamar and of Jefferson Davis in lv»l, *I.«*t
around, and 1 wagons, on hor»eba< k. and
on toot 11oiii all the
neighbor.ng cviuutn
•*

follow ing line of argument: **M>
friends does w ater ever git high- r than its

to

o.»...

I tiey say that if they do have
a
iv. Tddeu wiil carry Indiana
y trouble
1
Mi. • i:; < >ct«*Ser. and N« w-\ ork in Nov*r which haassured
hiei*-ction;
are

was a

expressing opposed

them (Selves

but that they are readv and anxious
“**
‘“C

I

cratic newspaper foun-1 it- w ay into the
towu containing the assertions 11.a: Mr.

only armed,

not

are

completely organized

.1 tin-

orr.
the
Na-by ha- had IrouS
lor- 'iu
keeping the party faithful to n--\.
1 dd*
A
\ <*r* D- un*-py of a New

gth» w ie>.e >’.»te under the direcpit:
tion and command ot Butler of Hamburg
but

r. -«

.th

—

thoroughly

are

Hampshire,

w

--

<

to

pt the nomine*— of a party
record a- ll..-. >**.»:if*»rl lag

Tilt* only men
ditcotiragcd «*nli*tmenu for ttie I'nion army were I lentocrais; the only men w*ho ho t-ted that they
had n->t and would not vote a man or a dollar mCongn
were Democrat*: the only
nu n arrested f«»r sending arm* .r 1
«upp
to tl»c rebels wer- Democrat*. and (tie only men convicted f<»r Inciting rebellion in
(lie North, for
amtuble
nom
tion-. and acting
-pie* f-»r the enemy,
were Itemocra
The only men at tl.
North who dec a red -e measure* unc.n.-litutional were
-no«rats’
I he
on'v
men who opjH.sed the dr ift, who opposed
confiscation, who Opposed the employ*
iii- nt of colored troop*,
were Democral1 tie only men w Imnppo-* 1 me Idth am-n-liner.t «’i the < on*titution. abol -hing *lar1 he m v men who
y. were I»cui‘»- r it*
declared the war for the I'nion a failure
were Democrats.
The only men w !.
d. 1
tu t rejoice at I’nion victories
were Democrats.
And the only men who did i.ot
thank God when t:;e rebellion wa* crushed were Democrats.
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The Epidemic

The Republican party i» held responsible
for the condition of the Sourl'aern State*.
It is asserted that it ought to haw pacified
them and established harmony.and that the
Southern situation is the reproach of Re-

Sperl-

and voted the Kepublicau ticket. He had
been ill for some weeks,and in reply to the
question if he was going to church on Sunday, he said, ‘Yes,I must go to church before I go to vote.’
—A girl in Portland was stopped in the
street early Tuesday evening, by an unknown man, robbed of her ear jewelsjflnger
ring, portmonnaie containing live dollars,
atidhardesl of all, even her false hack
hair was torn from her head.
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A Wilmington. N. C.. despatch aaya no
Letter from WaataUffton.
Tk«n> saw -artjr. to hMdkchs who
▼easels south of that port are allowed to
■Ut
i>e cured by using
Ife
Infected
come there, and all traders from
Tarrant's Srltirr Aprrlent,
I
cities are stopped three miles from the city
Hie
overburdened
stomach,
until
Washington, 1>. C.
in
(
recunn
1
n weakened, revenges tuclf
and thoroughly inspected py the health
Sept. 3b. 1*17. V
upon the,'1''
1
—Smuggler trotted at the lUngor trot- power
peed, whieh it makes to
S
oflJe *rs.
afternoon In the pres- lender. The uae of thia ache knd torture th. f
eonFriday
tor
park.
ting
alleged
Babcock
General
The trial of
aperient will c.rr.
P
An Atlanta, Ga
despatch says it is
a at u ralSy, and almost
ence of about 500 spectators. The weather
fc
impereept ibly the
case ia the chief
cause
The decease is removed‘and th, ??<
#
Impossible to (1ml a correspondent at ipirary in the Safe Burglary
to
was tine, hot the track slippery,
lowing
mornthis
ceases to ache.
K•
Savannah, but pnvate de*pa«che* from topic of general Interest os the tapis
the r>cent rains. Time. 3 :24. 2:28. 2;22^
(*Ot,I> BT AM. IHlLTUIlSTs
B
there give the following glooiny account
ing. If the Government ean offer nothing more
lie trotted one half mile at the rale of
v
U.
C n I-,r-c
ol tlie epidemic and Its effects:
Agents vim
|
thau what the U. S. Attorney.Gov. Wells, pro2:20
OU ■>> IlILLCaKUto .tl.rherty S|r B„.v‘ 1
“There are over 20U0 people sick with
address to
poses as Inferred from bis opening
A hen belonging to Harry U Mitchell
new cases
at
and
180
lever
yellow
present,
the jury on yesterday there can be little doubt
of Saco lias hatched out a chicken with
reported to-day. Healdea these, half as
two legs in the same place as ordinary
of s most triumphant acquittal. The City still
It
many more are dow n with the fevers.
OP YOUR OWN.
visitor* and some of chicks, aod ImmrdiaUy hack of them, two
swarm with Centennial
la
estimated that there are only about
of wings, were
Now is the Time to Secure It
7,000 whiles and 14 000 negroes in the city taem say that they are not sure that they are other legs. A second set
\
placed a little in the rear of the others,
at present.
The fatality Is notable among
The Best ami Cheapest lauds In tnnrkrt
not mon* pleased w ith the objects of historical
8I>
which were in their
the wealthier cla*-*c*. latterly. The relief
i
proper place. The KASTERN MHKASKA.OU the line of the ( Sl
Interest which they find hen* than they were
extra formations appeared perfect ol their k*actnc H a 11 road. Tha roost favorable
the
committee estimate*
to-night t*»at
t*-ia' 1
with all they saw at Philadelphia.
Wm
very l«>w rate* of tare and freight to nd
kind.
will
lx*
at
lor
the
week
daily expenses
The best markets. Froo pastes to |*u,| t,yv
w
The Indian war rflii to have been brought
lea*t $3 (100 per dsy.uud there is no accrued
Maps, deoo»i|»»le# pamphletr• new edition \ n
Trust to lIlST'a Remedy. Hunt's RicukI hk PloNKKtt *enl free * ve'rywhere
virtually to a conclusion and not much more
Over 8.000 people
fund to depend upon
AIf
B V IIstU, latul
i
take such steps as
*
I>y will cure Dropsy. Bright's Disease. Kidney, H H .Bmsbs. \rb (saiMlMluBrr, | V*
applied lor rebel lo-dsv. and the destitu- remains to be douc except to
It
wi II prevent a renewal of It iu the .Spring.
tion is great.
The negroes are. without
Bladder and Clsndular Complaints, Diabetes,
a We« W
C C Stf
1
Agent*
exception almost, dependent on lx nevolent api>« ars that some of the tribes or hands at least (■ravel. Incontinence, 8ecretlon of Trine. ^*00-' i § r o in km:y \ "aini.ie*
societies, and are helped equally with the
are trying to escape into the British Territory.
Mental >nd Thyssleal Debility. Female Weakwhites.
Ottieial calls are made to-day
A “Pioneer Press” special from Bi*marvk says
in the Hack and Isons, amt Generne««. paiu
ti|Htn other seaport cities for physicians
lien. Terry and staff arrived here to*daven
al Prostration. lir.s Ts Remedy encourages!
and nurses. which will greatly Increase
route for St. Pauls.
A dash by the IHh Caval- sleep, create* an appetite, brace* up the *Y » ;
the expense*.
ended with a
ry and the C?h Infantry U[»on Wolf point Agcntern, and renewed health is the result.
Ibe epidemic In 1854
cv to intercept the Cues papas attempting to
black frost November 10th. ami It is exIf you want reliable information, where and
hew
1
pec ted that the scourge will hardly end cross at this point was a failure.
to get a cheap FARM, or government
1
Hum,,
much sooner this year.
The troo|Hi failed to overtake the Indian*
••ead, Puts, and jour adilnutoS.
H
.,u
klt>KF. i.aod oamils-doner. Lawrence Km..
Contrary to former experience, the fa- who succeeded In fording the river and escapi
*n*l receive i.kahi a opy of ?2X IaKCa3 Pa::*"
1
talily this year increases with the pro : ing into British
S *HX"TXaI
X;
Territory. The employees of j
gress of the epidemic. Every city ami
the Ageucy w ho saw them cross represent the j iiiRXCK'n rt LMOMic syrup, for mr <tkk,
Savannah
township in Georgia has assisted
or < o*.«rMFTio*. Corona ant> Coi.i*a.
to the best of their ability, but the matter I number at several huodred. Th« Indian* eonThe great virtu** of thin iih’dicinr i» that it
ami j fessed that they were in a destitute condition,
now has passed beyond local control
No more breaking of chimneys.
If:
Something
rlpena th* matter and throw* it out of th* it sell* at sight
Agent* wanted to rell i. \\
»
the Stale now appeals to the entire conn*
and had thrown away lodge* to farilitute flight.
and
a
Bud’s
flea
the
Ibu*
afleet,*
Patent Fireprool MM
Mood,
or
pun
ijritrm,
B
Pru.:
In
try for ai 1.
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for
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ponies
They
Thin iaoaoof ifcMi grniaai
cun*.
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Zkimatyi.
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M
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A Mobile despatch says there is no ye
"munition. On the other hand a fort $ully telWbkd Tonic, for tiik hkk arttokoa --t the prtMal age. ther will las
Jw uR-Ni k'M
f
low fever there, but the board of health
year*, they give a ateady light. they can Uu.*1
or 1>y*i’Fis*ia, Ini»igw»tion, Ac.
egram *ay*. the chief. Blue Kagle is reported
»
a*
norac
lh« y will beat water ia a i,»
1
recommend strict quarantine of vessels
lamp.
ttjlnutes
*ent
Sample
poat pan) t«» »• ,-enl!l
a- saying when called u|>on to
surrender that
Th*% tonic pnnluee* a healthy a* lion of th**
i|
and railway trains from Infected place*.
address
free io aget.i*
any
Territory
I.,
an
••b'tuach.
fortnuiK
jf1
creating
api>etite,
chyle, profit* made. K*>r term*, etc *ddr«-*«
he would do nothing of the kind, all that h°
The same precautions have been adopted
and curing tb** mo*t o bat in ale ra»ea ut Indift*' Si. Ml Li Slew SaltlMare !f y
want* I* for the soldier* to cross over to the
at Norfolk and Portsmouth*
gestion.
A Baltimore special says the so called
Hast bank and lake care of their rations and
II KNOk’H
MaNUHaKF riLLR. K*»R Tlir
An IndUpmaablr KrquMItc
••typhomalarlal” fever there la on the in- the Iudians would take care of themselves.
« t UK or Liv KR 1 ••MI'UIM, A
r*»K KVEBT
crease.
The gunboat Monongabela is or*
I’h! pretty good for Ingun that!
Advanced
Thw bill* are alterative, and produce a
Student, Int?U\-jr\
Teacher,
the
dered to ancher below that city until
Family,
Judge I aft left last uight for «ibio. he will do healthy action of the liver without tb*' leant
epidemic l* over. The sum ol #14.non
a* they are fr**«* from calomel, and
yet
danger.
The Best English
Republican cause. ni«*r** • tTitcioui in
yeoman service in the
have been raised in New York city lor
rt-*ionug a healthy action of
There is no one lietter able to cope with the
Savannah.
the liv* r.
The** rrme*lira arc a certain cure for Conex-Confed* rale m*aliment now so prevalaotm
Savannah, Sept 23.
the ldemocratic party.than this distinguished sumption. aa the Pulmonic Syrup ripen* the
At a meeting of the saxannah Benevmatter an*l pu rifle* th«* blood. The M tndrakc
olent Association, formerly the Metrop- gentleman. The adcaptaudum parsimony of
I'ill* act upon the liver, op-ale a healthy bile,
olitan Fire Company, held today, the as
the regenerate retie s in the list Congress is
and remove ad diaca ■*••.* «»l the .iver, often a
vociatlon resolved to a*k aid from abroad
of (,OU*umpti.>n. The "** » Wn d
]'«*!»»«
cau**’
bring fell all over the «ouutry aud its crippling
tone an ) *t r ngth to the atom »» h, make* a
f >r the si k and de*t.:ut« of Savannah
iufluem-e in felt iu every walk of life. At the five*
I
and
en*ble«’!i**
to
form
or/an*
food d»f*'«ti<*n,
through its president. J. II. K*tell. All
rnderwritera convention held In New York
r<M.«| Mood ; and thu* ereat* • a healthy Hrcticontributions, whether of money,
procirculation of bcwlthv hiood.
•*Tiik Hrht Practical Km.umi Dicth.nvisions «*r nothing. *honld be addressed j yesterday the Committee on wind rurreuts re* iaiton of healthy
I ollduU tgUArUrljr Kt'Vlev, '•
Tbt* (Hiiubionl ictluu of th.
m<dicine*, »* AMT KllAM
to J. ||. Estcll. president of the Mrtropoported that the signal service had been so ina»*♦*
will cure every
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litan Association, and wbl he suitably
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of
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by
lion, if taken in lime, and the u»c of lb.! tertally
iM 1 9i. Is73
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stated that be would not
The New Packet Sch.
CITY uF
described
I
is
lo
low
attempt the feat
s.
to
wit:
A ceruio lot or parcel ol
An entire change baa been brought about in for Thomas Jefferson. The old
ELLSWORTH,” is low on the tileand pas* through what be did on that
gentlemau
dusted in the town ol Laaaoiae la said
trip tbs millinery world
worth and Portland Packet Line,
still retains Ids faculties and is much
County ol
to purehnsiaucock and boaoded no follow.:
acros* the Atlantic for a million of
by
inpresenting
dollars.
Wert by Yi
and will make the regular trips
terested in political matters,
toore ol Patrldgo Core, eo
era a variety of styles and
In fact, nothing on earth would
eallod, tut by ihe «
The Sch. “SENATOR,” will be in
shapea, such as will
boro of skill logo' Hirer, North by land m^u-d
tempt
n adiness to assist when business requires it.
—The Lubec, Me., fishermen have
him to repeal such a
the
suit
moat
most
and
cause
them
•am
K. Hodgkin, nod South
fastidious,
found
voyage.
5
by
t
These
vessels are both new and commoda>ut
herring vety plenty for two or three ud Isaac Hodgkins, .aid lot
te wonder what their choice shall be, for there
a id substantially built.
near tokl
weeks past. .Some
olm, so called, and containing
J***
people have covered
la the high and the low soft crown, also the ugFor freight or passage, apply to the L'tpis o
r leas, and tbe conditions ot
their fields with them, others have
alid mortrlUh?^ U~board.
—A slight shock of an earthquake w*a
pressly pointed crown which nobody seems to ad- ed them aud
their pomace for markfelt in tbe City of Fall River on
* AARM 4k DAVH, Ag’tn., at Ellswerth
Friday mire though of course a lew will wear them tor et. Small packd sell
tor 25 cent* a barherring
night last.
■aka of being odd.
Vary bright and gorgeous rel, pomace #1 a barrel.
WESLEY
OBEH.
ii.k.iTX..ch.k.
(■All ■■§>., Agt’r.at Portland.
I>stsd this Vib day of
September A. D, 1076,
MU

they wish to be let alone now
practical political subjection of

to
the

secure

will
f»t

r«>ur*«-

having

urxt

w.**-k ;

amiounod

the

Tlie

their

Centennial !
Houghton

Philadelphia.
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j
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a.

± orest

Tar,

[orest Tar Solution,

[orest Tar Troches,
[orest Tar Salve,
[orest Tar Soap,

] Pall

Arrangement.

[orest Tar Inhalers,

ITEAMER ULYSSES,

Bowdoin

I

College. CAPT.

rHE

t

r

Foreclosure.

NEW PORTLAND PACKET!

iS#Lhittl2rh'

cooy.yedV“KVidV WTSSt

n

land'

£Jad La.
h*£g
flftj“cre#

sbem&wiSSSb

Sch’r “City of fltarorti.”

Kioker

waa held in the
police court this
morning. The defense presented no
eevidnee, claiming they had important
testimony to bring out in the Superior
Court. She waa committed without

—A

The Weather.
Probable Murder.
Wa« Department.
liim>E»-oiu>. Me., Sept. 26.
Office of the Chief Signal
Orth-er,
people ot Parson field, • •■nail \i|. WaaifiNuTON, 1). C. Sept. 27-1 *.

correspondent

Phillips

writes

that Kufus

of

passion.—

>

?
S

Conviction and Sentence for Lar-

—The alarm of fire

-entcnced to two years in the

Win-1

jail.

vi

the chimney aud

ucr

lur

Ciuumi|(,

in

lira

Mi-Gow

n waa

Boston, in

week

a«

j

our

psper to-day.

up to the

—Hr. E. R. J ackson's Catarrh Snuff and
Troche powder is highly recommended

Mr. James

for Catarrh, Colds in the head. Headache,
Sore throat Ac.
See Advertisement.

ran

splitting wood, his

axe

glan-

ced and the bit buried itself iu the top e^
Ids foot. Since the wound. Mr. M. has suf-

Telegraphic Physician

fered

success

—

intense pain, but we are happy to
learn is now somewhat relieved.

We understand that

and return.
l»eo.

Stacy,

the

is meeting with the

Tickets—To Philadelphia
Good for thirty days from

date of ticket.

vertlaed to Rockland, on ^Friday next, par
Steamer C. harlaa
Heugtffen. The Ella-

Mr.

he deserves.

ExcrRsios

—A pleasant aud cheat) excursion L« ad-

«l.

uurt, tlii» afternoi n, and sentenced to
90 year* in the State Prison.

XOTICBS.

Oyster*.—Healers in aud consumers of
these delicious bivalves are referred to the
well know n Arm of R. R. Higgins A Co.,

root.

Accident.—Last

Sentence to State Priton.
Uocelako, Me., Sept. 26.
liaiiiel Peters, colored, of Warren, 191
>«»r» oid, was convicted of the
forgers
:tu

near

reported.

on

Smith, on Central Street. The fire did little damage and was quickly extinguished.
It took

Is

LOCAL

Saturday, was occasioned by the discovery of smoke Usuoing from the roof of the house of Mr. J. M.

ceny.
Kocklano, Me., Sept. 26.
In the Supreme Judicial Court to-day
t rank A. Wilaou, who plead guilty vea;-id»> to larceur of a yoke of oxen,
i.-ri

ance

—The eater In the river is still very lowend the mills are sawing but a small
amount of lumber.

particulars.

PACIFIC COAST.
Mkbakr Week* k Potter, Wholesale Drug'
gi«ts. Boston, Mass.: Gentleir.cn.—I have for some
months felt it a duty that I owed to suffering humanity to write to you. slating the great benefit
that I have derived from the use ai Hanford**
Radical (Tkk for Catarrh. For more than
20 years 1 have been afflicted with this very
troublesome complaint. 1 have tried all the remedies that I could find, but without material or
permanent benefit. Last fall the disease had arrived at thut state that I must have relief rr die.
The entire membranous system had become so
inflamed, and the stomach so disordered, that it
was a doubtful matter whether I could go to the
Pacific coast, or if I did go whether I should live
to come bars or not.
1 saw an advertisement of
this medicine.and although being very incredulous
about specific* or nostrums ol any kind, yet in
sheer desperation I tried this, anil at once was
benefited by it. The changes of climate, a chronic
disease of the liver, ami my age—over TOmay
prevent my entire restoration, out the benefit I
derive from its daily use is to me invaluable, and
I am hoping to be completely cured, aud at last
arrive at a respectable old age I
If this statement ol ray case can be of any service to those afflicted ss I have been, and enable
you to bring this remedy into more general use.
especially on the Pacific coast (where it is much
needed), my object in writing this note will be at*
Very truly yours,
tained.
IIENRY WELLS.
aurora, N. Y.. June lf*76. of Wells, Fargo A Co.

instantly.

—

further

FROM THE ATLANTIC TO THE

Mr. Phillips formerly resided In Surry,
where his father. Rich Phillips now lives,
and was a young man of
good habits,much
respected by all who knew him.

Pr obabUUitt.
ijre in the upper part of this County,
are excited over a
For the Middle aud Kasleru States
"hocking murder
UmIh
which occurred there Suuday night.
rising barometer,cooler northwest winds
—Arrived at Lamolne Sept. 34th the folJohn Creuuor, a boy 15 years old, partly
cloudy or clear weather and in lowing Ashing vessels:
was confined by sickness; another bo.v the Northern
Sections occosional rain
Lillie Lee,Stubbs, master,
l.TOOQtls.
linger, Charles Patch, svas taking care
11. 8. Boynton, Leach master, 1.000 Qtls.
On
him.
ot'
Sunday tney were alone
I'haa. A. Roper, Bowdon, matter. 800 Qtls.
City and County,
Helen C. Bunker .Coggins master 1.600 Qtls.
together in the sick room, when Patch
Alvarado, Thompson master
1.000 Qtls.
mine miming down stairs, exclaiming,
E. H. King, Bunker mtsu-r.
leliglou Services in this City each Sunday
-omeihing is the matter with JohuEastern Queen, Higgins, master 800 Qtls.
n>!" Ttie family hastened up stairs
The masters report heavy weather on
Congregational.—
Sabbath
School
at
10:30
and fonnd young Crennor covered with A M.
the shoals daring the Isst month and Ash
Preaching at 2 15 Aiel 74 P. M.
Baftisi .—Preaching at 2:15 and 7 P. M
icdciolhes. bleeding profusely, and a
scarce.
Sabtiath School at 1 1CM.
ghastly wound showed he had been shot
Unitarian.—Sabbath School at 12:45 A. M.
! Srsshlls.
through the heart and probably killed. Vrraching at 2-15 P. M.
Catholic.—Preaching at 10 1-2 o’clock A. I —Mr T. A.
A -mall revolver was found iu the bed. M. Sabbath School at 2 1*. M.
Crabtree hat a b< d of equasliMethodist
re
are various theories.
T
Preaching at 2 and 7 1*. M.— ! es w hich are exceedingly prolific. The
One is,
Sabbath School at 10 A. M.
saw upon one vine nine
that Crennor shot himself;
SpikitI' a I.1st.— Meeting* held everv Sun- j undersigned
large
another,
that the Patch boy w as playing with the <Uy* at 1 o'clock, P. M.. In Hall over Wiggin s
squashes, the smallest of which, measured
drug store.
nine inches in diameter.
R. (j.
;■.- toI and accidentally shot his cotnpauEPISCOPAL—Servicea at Hancock Hall every
hi. and then placed the revolver in the Sunday at 10:1-2A. M.. and 4:30 P. M
•edgwlrk.
ted to conceal his guilt. Oibers believe
—The
North Kllaworth Agricultural
—The Hancock County Baptist Associathere was a quarrel, and that Patch killFair cornea ofl' to-day. (Wednesday).
tion is now in session, aud a good attended ftennor In a moment of
\

FROM A GENTLEMAN KNOWN AND HONORED

and broke Into a run
throwing Mr. Phillips
under the wheels ofhls
wagon,which passed over bis bead
him

killing

M.

REMARKABLE LETTER

Navarra, CaJ. was thrown from
• team
wagon Sept. 4th and killed.
l'he roads were
slippery from rain, and
the horses In
descending a hill were unable
to hold the load,
(the brake being useless)

bail to await trial at the
Superior Court
to ait in Lowell the
third Monday ot
October.

.uwi Uti.M to ihc Ellsworth Amert <■*».)

fue

Harry.

Kor

W. Kisk*. price

sale

at

<15.00.

the office of
All

should

worth Cornet Band ha* been engaged and AO.
those who avail themselves of this upperThe Knox County Races.
tunlty w ill have the pleasure. If they wish,
Rockland, Me., Sept. 26.
Pickings and Stealings.
ol attending the ntoee at Rockland, on tlie
At
tlie Kali meeting at the Knox
£Mb Inst. A cheaper er more attractive
“I think I'd like to see those busy little
T ttiug Park, this afternoon, the race
Excursion could not have been planned, creatures at work/’ said a city fellow gaz■r the tiirec minute class
was won hv
ing at a behive. “Furthermore, I thiuk I
aud a large crowd will probably enjoy it.
<•
roth Maid, on the second, third and I
will see them at work. So he o|»eiicd a
—Some thirty ot oar dtlaens and those back door of the hive and In thirteen *«-c■urth heats: time, 2:38 1-2, 2:45, 2"44
from neighboring town*, left for the Cen- onds he not only saw but felt the busy
I.ittle Frank, second; Honest Nell,
tennial on Monday morning bv the Steamer little creatures at work.
li.iltl

with the greatest pleasure that we present
the public tins hearty indorsement ot Hanford's Radical n rr for Catahkii, bv Henry
Wells, Esq., of Wells, Fargo k Co.’s Express.
The position this gentleman has lor so many years
occupied «n our business world, and especially in
connection with the dev elopement ot that golden
country, the Pacific coast, has made his name
known and respected throughout the laud. ill*
earnest desire that those who know him, and are
sufferers from this disease, may be induced to use
it we trust may be gratified. Those who do n«d
know him (and they are tew) must now feel convinced of the great value of this remedy. It is beyond all question the most successful ever compounded tor the treatment ot Catarrh. It is prescribed by our best physicians. It Is recommendod by onr leading apothecaries, and tsstanonials
from all parts oi the United Mates attest the esin which it is held bv the thousands who
teem
have been enabled bytits use to escape the frightful consequences that follow a total neglect ot
this prevalent disease.
Radical ore for Catarrh is a
sale, certain, and permanent cure for Catarrh
of every form, and is the most perfect remedy
ever devised. It Is purely a vegetable distillation,
and is applied locally by insufflation, and constitutionally by internal administration. Locally au
I plied refiel is instantaneous. It soothes, heals
and cleanses the nasal passages of every feeling
of heaviness, obstruction, duluc*** or Uixxlne**.
Constitutionally administered it renovate# the
blood, purifies it oi the iscid poison with which it
is always charged in Catarrh, stimulates the slum*
makes
I ach, liver, and kidneys. i>orfect« digestion,
new blood, and permits the (formation el sound,
healthy tissue, and finally obtains complete « outrol over the disease, the remarkable curative
of
powers, when all other remedies utterly fail,
Hanford'* RADICAL cure, are attested by
thousands who grab Hilly recotmucud it to iellow
sufferer*. V* statement is made regarding it that
cannot be substantiated by the most respectable
aud reliable references.

ris

_

Fatal Accident.
Lewiston, Me., Sept. 26.
Njth Lane of New Gloucester, ag*<l
found on his barn floor with hi*

w a*

j

fractured, Saturday afternoon, and
Sunday, lie is supposed to have

••

t

Iroui a wagon wheel.

cu

Death of

an

aged Citizen.

Waldoboko, Me., Sept. 26.
Frederic Castner, the oldest inhabi: of Waldoboro, died this
morning,
ta lew weeks illness.
Had be lived
Dec. 22, he would hare been 97 yrs.
J.
One sister, Mrs. Kubu, about 9<>
•ar* of age, survives
him. Mr. Caster was born
and always livediu th is
hu, |,as filled various positions of
been

-t—having

selectman

of

the

tvn, director in tbe Medomak Natioubank; and in tbe war of 1S12, w as an
•1

in the militia that went from here

er

Camden,

of our

«*■>

one

fc-w

l»r*cely

<i

In former years, be
most active business
in

gaged
principal

ship building,

Castner has also been

largely intor-

e

of our

one

M

Me.

bad accumula-

d in real estate, and

e-

merchants.—

nusidsrable wealth.

>J

Stabbing Affray.
Portland, Me., Sept. 2C.
John Uuwer., a machinist of Portlaud,
ested in fitting pipes in Saccarappa,
*»• sst
night attacked and stabbed in
» fare
by a drunken hostler named
M.i.r The assailant was held in $otXt

j

r'tt'Js to answer.

j

rair.

Agricultural

Damarisootta, Me. Sept. 26.
seventh annual fair of the Bristol
L
ulturai Society open ad this
morn-|
S' at Bristol Mills. The eutries are
('apt. Eaton, makes another shipment of
but tbe books are uot closed and
week
1 200 barrels of sweet fere extract this
will probably equal, if uot exceed

j

of any former year.

Tbe

display

luce is exceedingly large and fine.
wife of lion. Edwin Fiya died to>be was an estimable lady, mem: ike Baptist Cliurch and her death
received with general aoi row through
1

;.i

the

■ui

village.
Fira.
BtUDeroRO, Ms. Sept. 20.

I

hoarding
at Old Orchard Beach camp ground
* ued
by the association and occupied
John H. Ellis, caterer, was totally
ed by an incendiary tire this tnorur
Iajs* ou building ami conteut*
Tlarge

t

■*'.

three story frams

contents insured for

il.SOU and

■-sliding fully covered.

Suffering

in Brunawick, Ga.
Macon, Ga. Sept. 26.

1. E I>aveiq>ort,Mayor of Brunswick
'■a snd J. M. Dexter, chairman of the
if-ard of Health call for help for the
are

population
city.
yellow fever- Business is
upended and supplies gone. Unless
M is
speedily sent many will dieo1
'srtation. Tbe suffering and want can*

‘hitken
:

<u

Hall the

with

he described.
'Honey and supplies
L

t

Assault

by an

Contributions
needed.

of

are

Inuna Man.
Boston,

26.

Cbaa. E. Woodbary. assistant
burgeon at the McLean Insane Asylum
'itue.ville,while playing croquet with s
psiifut yesterday was attacked and
hfnifu about the head with a croquei
tr.siift iu tbe hands of ‘another patient

br.

Sanford**

|

Gliding near, and his injuries are prob
4t*ly fatal
Later. It is thought that Dr. Wood
bu«v, assaulted by an insane person yes

VOLTAIC
PLASTERS.
Klrctro-Galvauic Battery, combining with
celebrated Medicated Porous Plaster,
forming the gramle-t » uraiire agent in the w«*rM
of medicine, and utterly surpassing all other
Plaster* heretofore in u-c They accomplish more
in one week Ilian the old Piasters m a whole year.
They do not palliate, they ikr.
N

the

For Local

Price 25 cent*. Sold byfall Diugeids. Mailed
on re« cl pi ol price, 25 cent* lor one. §1.25 for six,
or §2.25 tor twelve, carefully
wrappe t and uurrauUvl, by W KKkS A PuTTKK. Proprietor*.
1 yr> «w
Boston, Alas*.
PtLK's iMKfKTic

—Universallybear*

sAi.ikiti s
knowledged Ho- best in u-e ht«h
the Oatue of J aMU Pi U.
None
out.

The Alacbine

Why?

not

because

\\

it

ac-

|Mtund

genu*"’

|lyr24

\% orn Out.

u*

was

not well

it.

Tiaixit

run ioi brklk

—

FKOM

—

MORRIS a1
N. Third street, Phila.

HERITAGE,

UT Sold by is. U. Wtggin. Ellsworth; A.
J. Jordan, Orland, and K. B. Stover, Bucks-

Ilians

tlrnb

fabeeb

Mutton
Hutt!r
Cheese

tuck, Judge.
chas. F.

5.00.6.00
20.30 '■ dy nard
8.30a«.no
»»
.1* Coal
d* gal.
"5
Line
bu.
Oil
Cranberries per
.20
Breaet*. Rheumatism.
MM " Kere.
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Lead
.*a35
While
pure
Burns.
Coffee
perlb.
Swellings. Sprains, Stiff Joints,
"
lb.
.11a.14
l.uO
bu.
per
musand
hone
83 Hay
ton •10.al2.u0
Poisonous Bites, and all fleah,
bu
Oiu
.U3to0,
the Corn Meal
lb.
.75 a .1st Nails"
cle ailments, can be absolutely cured by
bu. 3.50
Grass
Herds
*2.25
bag
Shorts
Linithe White
150
Centaur Lintments. What
50
2
Red
Top
Fine Feed
.15
the Yellow Lini- Couoa seed Meal
clover per lb
ment is for the human family,
2.25
.121
Calfskins
per bag
galled, and lame horses Kegs per doc.
30.a60
ment is for
15 Pelts
.32.42
Wool per lb.
and animals.
Fish Dry Cod per lb.05ao, Lumber Hemlock
3mos 34.
•» 50
.04.05
perm.
I ollnck
"
13 al4.U0
.15
Spruce
Alwives. per doc
12.a4U.oo
0i,
Pin.
P « Feet
.10 Shingle Pine Ex. «4.5u
"
850
Cedar"
.0«a.u:
Hides p> rib.
bbl.
Flour sup.
per
F F
"
"
..
2
2 00
^
c*n secure health for their child
"
1.7b
■■
7.30a85u
Spruce
XX "
"
Cas
of
Scoot
1.25
the
use
•*
B.50ap.50
XXX"
ren and rest for themselves by
"
'•
»50al050 clapboards sprace
Choice
I
Oil.
for
Castor
toria. a perfect substitute
«*•
**•«»
•«
lb.
Tongue per
Spruce No 1 10.00
is absolutely harmless, and is as pleasant b
Buckwheat Flour
40.00
Pine Clear
perlb. .08
5o.0a
take as honey. For Wind-Colie. Sour Stomach
ex.
Graham Flour
1.75
6al» Lath Spruce
Meal
Worms or Constipation, for young or old >
i#°
«*>■>•
it. It i 1 Klee
"
2 5u
there is nothing In existence like
-*7 Cement per cask
Cracked Wheat
1.35
it is cheap.
.5» Lime
Potatoes per bu.
certain, it is
.16 Brick per m. •8.U12.U6
Bologua Sausage
lv8 3mos 34.
■
"
.16..20
lb
Raisins
*150
"
<*
.18
lb
.75 Prunes
oeet«
"
.M
.60 Tamarinds per lb.
Turnips
7Sa80
bu.
Salt,
••

Sciatica,

B^'ey

dobk. Register.

AT THE
SUMMARY OF BUSINESS TRANSACTED
SEFTEMBEB TEEM, 1876.
late
Will* tiled for Probate—Ol Betsy Walker

spavined,

■

Murdereas Committed 1 I port.
Real Estate In eatateLteenu granted to .ell
Await bar Trial.
of Bucksport, Lemoe I
of Mooes G Buck late
Lowrl, Maas., 26.
Morgrsgs late of Castine.
allowance In us
The preliminary examination of Loc K
Petition filed of Guardian for
Ellsworth.
Aim Mans (or tbe murder ofCbai
mto—of Part*1 B. Ginn late of
■

lyg

••

TriJ.

Mother!

oil

••

-H

speedy,

c£io«

1876.

bu*

Four Trip*

Fare to Boston

September 21.

Scb

Lebanon.- Boston.
Senator, Murch. do.
faro Bell, Barbour. Rockland.
City of Chelsea, Goodwin, New York.

a

Partial List of Compan-

Week.

only 33.00.

ies

Faro to the Centennial and Return, only
16.00.
Steamer Cambridge,
Steamer Kalahdin,

1876.

CLEARED
Volant. -. Roundout.
Ancreon, Gasper, Boston.

1876.

for the Season of

Arrangements

Two Steamer* oa the Koate.

Sch
Scb

n

_

or

.

%

A oases

CHAS. C. BURRILL.

_

1870.

^

DRESS

Porta.
s W HakUor—Ar 19. Br sch Grn
Doyle, Gerb»r
man. Bangor.
Yarmouth. N S; John W Bruy.
K.ng, fishing grounds with lno bbls mackerel.
Ar 22. sch* A T Haynes, Wade, Somes' Sound
lor Rockland; Silver Heel*, Stanley In command.
Port Mulgrave, for Boston.
m LUTAK-lr 24, sch Ocean
Wave, Galley,
Boston.
Ar 2-5. sch Woodcock, Foss, Rockland.
Sid 24. scb* G M Porter. Alien, New York; HesWooster, Providence; Henry ( lay, Butler,
perus.
llo«ton; Laurel. Bennett, do; Montezuma, Rum
ney.do; Harvard II Harvey. Hemic a. do; .1 Cool-

GOODS,

WE

tv Wc

liavo

Counters Ibr
ol

w hieh

inspection,

should be

we

WE

WHICH

ALSO,

A

trust

81 334 773 0*

—

BURRILL, Agent.

of Now York.

VERY

1

C. C.

LOW.

BLACK

ok

the
said Guardian
ORDERED— That
give
notice thereof t<* all persons interested, by causbe published three
of
this
order
to
a
ing copy
weeks successively in the Ellsworth American,
that they inav appear at a
printed in Ellsworth,
Probate Court to be holden at Ellsworth on the
4nd Wednesday of Oct. next, at ten ol the chick
in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have
why the same should not be allowed.
3w3tt
PARKER TUCK. Judge.
A true copy—Attest: CilAs. P. Dork.Register.

Capital, (fold

LONG. .£.]

lb at said deceased died
Peisonai Estate, an Inventory of
possessed
which has been duly returned Into the Probate
Office: that her circumstances render it neces
sary that she should have more ol said Personal
Estate than she is entitled to on a distribution
thereof. She therefore prays that your Honor
would grant her such Allowance out ol said Personal Estate, as in your discretion you may determine necessary and proper, and that commissioners be api»oinled to set off her dowei.
SARAH J. WASGATT,
By Ivory H. Foss.

FiCXUElS?

VIRTUE ol a license of the honorable Judge
of Probate tor the County of Haucock, 1 will
offer-tor sale al public auction, at the store of C.
M Ilolden A Co. in Tremout.on Tuesday the 17lh
day of October next, at ten of the clock in forenoon ail the right and title, which lliram Alby, al
the time of bis death, had in and to a certain house
and lot ot land, the former residence ot said
in district No. 7, in said Tremont, together with
the revision ol the widow’s dower in the premises
A. C. Mil.LIKEN, Administrator.
SwSi
Sept. 7,1376.

BY

Alby

1M73,

31,

DOUBLE CASHMERE

Gloves

of

ooo

ooo

13 170 ISO SO

—

C. C. BURRILL. Agent.

Assurance

the

all

UK

Company,

LONIK)N. ENGI.ANI>.|

CAPITAL.
TOT AI ASSETS, Dee.

$15«>CQuU

—

—

11,‘1*75,

C. C. BURRILL,

i7 All 203 *0

—

Agent.

UNION MUTUAL

If

1808,

Established

American and Foreign Patents.
GILMORE A LO., Successors to C'HirMAN, 1108
A Co., Solicitors. Patents procured in all
countries. No fees is advance No charge uuless the patent is granted. No Tees for making
No additional fee*
preliminary examinations.
for ehtaimiig and conducting a rehearing. Specnee Cases before
to
Interfert
ial attention given
the Patent Office, Extensions before Congress.
In
diflerent
Suits
States, and all litiInfringement
Patents.
gation appertaining to Inventions or
>i»ni) stami* to Gilmore i Co. for pamphlet

OK MAINK.

Styles,

Or All

work
satisfy yourselves that 1 can do as oooi>
a.n cau be doue anywhere aud CHEAPER.

And

HERE.
in your children and have them Photodesired. Do not put
gradbed. in any style
it off but come at once, for delays
are dangerous. A specialty
made in ihi* bianch
o! work.

Bring

MAM Mi A.
Those having Picture,
here aud rare the Agent’s commission,
which is loo per eent.

keep

on

hand, for sale,

a

a

CT All
call.

persons

that he

can cure

benefit

most

IBVIIO
forget the place, over K F. Suminsby’s. generally.
(One Door below (iallrrta
The Doctor

Main Street,

:

:

Ellsworth. Maine.

ails his

lyrsti

MORTGAGE-

BLANKS.

to

Because he had to buy hit Wife a new Silk Dree
hard tunes. He had not heard ot the Coli
Water ‘Jompound, The Great Grease Extractoi
and the onlv sure thing for removing Greas
the colo
SpoU from Che nicest fabric; ae it aet* or
veivei
and cannot possibly injure or stain Silk
Gloves.
Kid
lor
better
Cleaning
And nothiug
For sale by all Druggiata and dealers 1

^

never

patients and

fails to state correctly wha
what extent they can b>

to

|

do all ni» circol.r. claim
Consultation. Free.

STACY,

tor

him.

Gill

c BBOWSi
and Manufacturer,
beerspert, Maine.

carl]
34tl

and Electie

Pbysiciai

at

of his uaiients may require.
October 4tl
Will be at Frau RUN
October stb and <»l
cherhtfield
*♦
••
••
October fill
west Goulds boro
Consultations free. Call early.
The Doctor will be at the America
N. B.
House, Ellsworth, when net advertised (in 0
Sfitf
American) to be absent.

I

horae., weight about 1100 It
each Team wagon, barneaaea, .legs, he.
Inquire ol
JOHN M. MERRILL,
twW-

pair

team

Surry, Maine

we

offer

to the

public

favorable as the character of risks utill
justify. Losses equitably adjusted and
properly paid.
Insurance

on

Dwellings and Farm

specialty.
Correspondent)* solicited.
a

U
e

Charles C. Burrili,

FOR SALE CHEAP!
One

est,
in the world, and

property made

•*

!

Agency can be found the old
largest and most reliable companies

reliable protection against loss and damage by fire and lightning, on terms as

Telegraphic
;
DR.
having established his headquarters at Elli
the want
worth, will visit surrounding towns

►

Agent.

1-

TELEGRAPHIC.

»

*47*OOU

—

—

At this

a.

in

Proprietor

Conn.

For Marine Insurance on Hulls, Cargoes, Freights and Charters, apply to
this Agency.

WARRANTS

A Man Found Dead Broke'

1 jr eowSG*

Hartford,

C. C. Burrili,

helped and

The best and most approved marl
in this Counfauje Blanks ever printed
tsu are now for sale at the
American Office

medicines.

of

CO.»

all curable cases, and materially
persons suffering from those incurs
ble difficulties which baffle the skill ef the Doctor

me

MMOD.

Do not

ASSURANCE COMPANY,

has taken rooms at the American House,
worth, where he may be consulted upon any anti
all diseases that afflict the human family.
Having secured the Professional services o:
Prof. Merrill, of Boston. I>r. Stacv feels conflden

city, far

visiting the city please give

Agent.

RAILWAY PASSENGER’S

DR. STACY,

Ac.
Passe-partouts, Fancy Mala, Cord, Knoba.
Please examine my Stock before purchasing
tom alee Views made I- Ika
male.

C. C. Burrili,

TELEGRAPHIC & ELECTIC PHYSICIAN,
Ella

SQUARE,

A

»* 789 M7 VS

—

—

—

—

ASSETS.

kinds, both OVAL and

elsewhere.

ASSETS,

Washiwutqw. D. C.

large lot of

frames
or all

OF HAItTFOItD, CONN.

employed

Cony, bring them

A tldreHH Cr / Li MORE cl1

I

TRAVELER’S INSURANCE CO.,

Penuona.
All OFFICERS, SOLDIERS, and SAILORS wounded
however
mp ured, or injured in the late war,
shghdv. can obtain a pension by addressing GILMORE A CO.
Cai-es prosecuted by GILMORE A CO. belore
he .supreme Court of the United States, the Court
oi claims o 1 die Southern Claims Coin mission.
Each department of our business is conducted
same
ui a separate bureau.under the charge of the
by the old firm.
experienced patties
Prompt attention to all basiness entrusted to
GILMORE A CO. is thus secured. We desire to
win success by deserving it.

COPTIHQ DOME AMD yiMiSHJED IM THE DilLT
M-

Agents.

war.

Work Warraatrd MaiUfactorj.

to

—

C. C. BURRILL,

Arrears of Pay and Bounty.
Officers, Soldiers, and Sailors of the late
or their heirs, are in many cases entitled to
have
money from the Government of wtalch*tney
Write full history of service, and
no knowledge.
Enstate amount or pay and bounty received.
close stamp to GILMORE k CO., and a full reply,
after examination, will be given you free.

ALL WASTING WORK DOME,
ItO SOT FAIL TO COME
All

AS.SKTS,

Old Bounty Land Warrants.
The last Report of the Commissioner of the
General Land Office shows «,«»7AO0 acres of
Ron n tv Land Warrants outstanding. These were
issued under act of IMS and prior ads. GILMORE A CO. i»a\ cash for them. Send by registered letter. Where Assignments are imperfect
we give instructions to perfect them.

NICE SPECIMENS

ol

A. D. 1876.
Ordered:—That
Upon the foregoing Petition,
said Petitioner give public notice to all persons
interested, by causing a copy of the petition and
this order thereon, to be published three weeks
successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published in Ellsworth, in said County,that
they may appear at a court of Probate for said
County, lobe held at Ellsworth on the 4d Wednesday of October next, at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, to shew cause, If any they have, why
the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
Parker Tuck. Judge,
3w38*
Attest :—CHAS. P. Dorr, Reg’r.
A true copy—Attest: CHAS. P. DORR, Reg’r.

$s

—

OF SIXTir PAGE*.

CALL AJVf> SEE TILE

spectfuily represents,

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock. 88., Court of Probate, Sept. Term

—

Total A.iifU, life.

SUMIIVSBY.

1C.

NEW PHOTOGRAPH RUUIUS !

the Coun-

undersigned, widow of Asa Wasgatt, late
Franklin in »aid Country, deceased, re

London, knoi.and.

WOOLEN,

unit

j

of Exe

BURRILL, Agent.

INSURANCE CO..

TIRE

Housekeeping* Goods.

IS THE PLACE TO SET TOTS
1

84 110 447 44

A «»<*!*,-

Shades.

I

STEPHEN

T'HEof

C. C.

have you call

elsewhere
kS" Be sure and call belbre purchasing
to get Nice (roods Cheap.
want
you

1876._3w.Hl

lor

—

IMPERIAL

Kid

of

Line

Large

A

■

Judge of Probate

ASSETS,

Northern

R.

tutor

To the Honorable
ty ol Hancock.

of New York.

SHAWLS, WHICH WE ARE GIVING
EXTRA BARGAINS IN.

.t- INDIA

it

upon himself
of the last Will and Testameul of
duns R. SOPER, late ol Orland,
in the Co. of Hancock.yeoman .deceased, by giving
bond as the law directs; ne therefore request all
person* who are indebted to the «aid deceased’*
meut. and those
estate, to make imor
p
who have m > i.....iciate demand* thereon, to exhibit the same lor settlement.
.John R. Soper, Jr.
Orlanil. September 40th,
At a Court of Probate holden at Burksport, with
in and lor the County ot Hancock, on the 3d
Wednesday of Sept. A. D. 1»76.
THATCHEK, Guardian ot Mary Milliken A als minor heirs ot Thomas Milliken,
late of Boston. Mass., in me County ot Middlesex,
deceased—having presented his first account of
Guardianship upon said estate lor Probate.
the

to

OF SINGLE and

Groat Drives in

f..

hereby give public notice to
he has been duly appoint-

upon

—^—

ORl»ERKI>—That the said Executor give notice
ai -ing
a
thereof to all person* interested, by
copy of tht* Order to be published three week* !
successively in the Ellsworth American printed !

SUBS* RIBER

Co.,

our

OUR

AND

SQUARE

LINE

LARGE

WILLIAM

all concerned, that
THE
ed anil has taken

SEE

SELLING

Latest

At a court of Probate hohlcn at Buck sport4witbl
mid for trie County of Hancock, on the :id Wedneaday «-f Sept. A I». la7o.
It. WALKER, named Ex- utor in a
certain instrument purporting to U» the last
will and testament of lletsev Walker late jf
Brooklin in said Couniv, deceased, having prerente.! the same tor Probate:

.1.

Hanover

Goods, of all kinds,

](leased

AND

ARE

ry BOTH

ourt of Probate /or said County, to be held at
Ellsworth on the second Wednesday In October
next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, und
► hew
have, why the same
cause, i! ant they
ibould not be granted.
PARKER TLT K. Ju lg3w:»
A true copy—Attest: < ha* P. Hokk. Register

I*.

BURRILL, Agent.

FKESH STOCK

a

BLACK THIBET, it- BLACK

CASHMERES,

HANCOCK, ns.—Court ot Probate, Bucksport.
hept.Term. A H 1376.
Coon the foregoing Petition. ORUERKO.— I hat
-aid Guardian give public notice mail person*
interested. by Causing a copy of it Is Order t** be
[.ubll'hvd Uiree week* successively in the Ellsworth Amesiran, a newspaper published in Ellsworth. in said County, trial they may appear at a

-4

placed

HAVE A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF

AMONG WHICH WE

STATE OF MAINE.

.1

& Small Wares.

S ZE3I ^ "W L S

W

Court lobe boldcual Ellsworth.on the4d Wednesday of iN't. next, at ten ot the clock in the loreuuon. mid show cause, if any they have why the
said instrument should n«»t be proved, approved,
and allowed a- the last will and testament of said
deceased.
PARKER TUCK, Judge.
3w3»
A true Copy—Attest: Ciias. P.
Register.

IMI1M4T

CHAS. C.

-.#•«•»-

1

........ 14 •-

IN

Line of Black Dress Goods,

Now

.-

.... V

TRADES

and

opened

CALL

I'O THE HON. Judge of Probate for the County
of II aneex k
>.
’I liK undersigned, Guardian of Ale
liinn
1 X als.. minor heir* ot Hamel It. Ginn. in *ai
Lountv, deceased. respectfully represent*. that
laid deceased dieil possessed "f Personal Estate
in Inventory of which
ha* been duly returned
inb» the Probate Offlce that their circumstance*
render it necessary mat they ghoul l have more
»t said Personal Estate than they are entitled to
jn a di*tnoution thereof,
he therefore prays that
four Honor would grant them such allowance
ut of said Personal Estate, a* in your discretion
I ou may determine necessary and proper
!
AHOMKAM YOL’NG.
September 2o. 1*76.

*...,

HARTFORD, CONN.

BLACK SILKS & CASHMERES. Insurance Co’y,

Beneath the dark blue ocean wav* ;
Hi* spirit soared to that bright world
Beyond the grave.

...

OK

Co’y.,

GERMAN-AMERICAN

His lxhJy sleeps

I.

Agent.

and examine.

Obituary notice*, beyond the Dale, Xameand
Age must be paid fur.
Deer I*!e—September 21st, France** Marshall,
iged bii years.
Weal Kllsworth—September loth. Mr. R. uIm-u Hussey, aged about tin year*.

..

EXTRA

and Summer

Spring

I) I E I)

L

BURRILL,

Fire Ins.

Tnmont—September Pith, bv Geo. Reed.
K*«p. Mr. William P. Golt and Mi.** Lydia J.
Murphy, both of Tremont.
Long Island Plantation—September lMh, by
B. R. Luut, E»«|., Mr. John Langley. Jr. of
Lamoinc, and Mi-** Alberta M. l)avis, of Loug

William

GIVING

ARE

Dry Goods, Woolens

II...I ',..,1

—

*7‘t,

C.

Atlas Ins.

R. F. SUMINSBY’S.

—

loth.

CHARLES

ASSETS,

Bku ait-SM ill, sch Geo B Kurgerson, KurgrrEllsworth.
I'nKTl.AM'— Ar IS. i.'h Planet Faton, Heer
Isie. Elizabeth, from Ellsworth tor Salem: Susan
Francis, Smith. I.amoinc f< Boston.
Ar 19, scb Golden Kule, Staples, Swans Island;
Israel Washburn. Hatch, Heerisle; Flora Gnudie, Stanley, Mt Hesert.
Ar 20. Fieedom. Grant. Cranberry Isie*. Bloom
tng loath. Wallace. Swan s |*le.
Ar il, *ch Vixen, I.unt, Ml Oesert; Clinton,
Stanley. Cranlierry lab*
< Id 22, sch
Giiisy, Munr-xv Prospect Harl>or.
Ar 25. sch City of Kllsworth. (.rant. Ellsworth
Frank Pi-rce. Stinsou. steuben Redondo, 1 oung,
Itanf -r Mariana, Cook* Kll*» <»rth.
ssi t:m
Ar 21. sch t iara >awycr, Branscom,
Sullivan; Lodu-ka. Means,ItosT* n
Ar 21. sch Rio. « •ombs. Mat hi i«.
Ar 22. Annie K Lewis of Kuck*port, Mineola.
Holt Ell*worth.
t Id 21. sch Fred C|lloMen. M* ICae, Trrmonl.
Ar 25. sch Telegraph, Herrick, Ellsworth
Nt" Voki-Sent .1, at arrhor at Hart Island,
sch t |io ( hilcott. Fullerton, from Gardner.
sept 22. passed through Hell Gale, sch Surprise,
Seaman, Trenton.

bln.

$669 0*7*4

—

--—

•on.

Cm

BANfJOR, MAINB.

-A T-

Domestic

•»«

Agent-

BANGOR

ASSETS,

Sch Mary Augusta, of Ellsworth, recently j
libeled at Newport tor salvage, ha* been relea-e.f,
the claim having t»een settled. The vessel will he i
taken home for repairs.

tAJ»\

i Mi 7M 17

<

aate.

M.w.n

$45 500 000 00

paid in 57 rears,
July 1, 187*.

-I X-

>|emorandn.
Sch Arboreer. of Ellsworth, (before reported.^
down
in the gale and dismasted, lost
thrown
rudder, and damagedjtop work*. She was towed
Into Gloucester by achr Hector for #150. < rew

Ai Lutiur

UABTroiui, uonx.

OF

w »«

l.vnn

Comp’j,

Insurance Company,

September 24.
Sch Gen R Furgerson. Furgerson, N. Y.
Sch Dexter, Webber, Boston

fleer

Represented.

^Etna Ins.

C»pt. W. R. ROIX.

8epteml»er 22.
Sch

1800.

LOOMIS TAYLOR, IIEIT,

Dexter, Webber, Boston.
Grace, Alley, Rostou.

Sch
Sch

ESTABLISHED

Reduced.

Freights

September 20.

built,

Thousands lead miserable lives, suffering
from dyspepsia, a disordered stomach and liver,
producing biliousness, heartburn, costivene**.
weakness, irregular appetite, low spirit*, raidn fatal
ing food alter eating, and often ending
attacks of fever. TltKY know TUKY a»K
get little sympathy. The unfailing
kick.yet which
i* yearly restoring thousaud*,
remedy,
is DaCosU’s Radical cure.

114

Fares and

ARRIVED.

1% rr>. of Steuben, Maine, aged 27 >e *r«.
First
Mate of barnue “Georgietta" ou her passage
Irwin New York to Waterford, Iieland.
He
leaves a widow and two children.

•

but it wa* wrongly run. Thousand of men
who have run down long before their threescore and ten year* are
accomplished, might
have been renewed into sprigblliue** and vim
if they bad tried the well known PkklaIan
Strut r, which contains among it* corai>ound*
the protoxide of Iron, so combined that it
assimilates with the blood and invigorate*
the whole system. This syrup has proved
efficacious iu thousands of cases, and w .II do
everybody good who uses it. All druggists

keep

Agency.

Pains, Lameness, soieness, Weak* I 1-land Plantation.

••

Caked

Chat Upton. Keith. Sullivan.
City of Ellsworth, Grant, Portland.

nc»*. Numbness, and Inflammation ot tno Lung*.
1 ivcr. K. lney* Mdcen. Bowels, !ll*>1 ler. Heart
and Muscle*, are e.jaal t«> any army ofdo< tors and
acres ol plaut* and shrubs.

_

Ctut-Hssesck Csssfr.

September IS.
Sch James O'Donahue, Furgerson, New York*
September #0.

Sch
Scb

Insurance

BANGOR, BOSTON AND LOWELL.

Will leave Ilaagnr for Ito.ton every MONDAY. WEDNESDAY. THURSDAY and SATURDAY,
at II A. M., touching at all the usual landing, on the River and
Hay.
Wiii leave Bo,tun lor llangor and intermediate landing, every MONDAY. TUESDAY. TIIUUSI>AY ami l It I PA 1 at 3 l\ M.,or alter the arrival ot the N«w York train.
FAKES—From Bangor, Hampden. Winlerport and Bucks,.ort to Boston, $3.00; to Lowell, $4.15.
From Searsport an.i Belfast to Boston $2.30; u> Lowell. $3.33.
From Camden ami Rockland to Boston. $2.00; to Lowell, $3.13.
From Bangor to Wicterport and Buckspotl, Sno,.
Tickets to the Centennial can also he obtained at the offlrc o!
Capt. WM. FLOWERS.

CLEARED.

Sch
Sch

COMPANY, 0. C. BURRILL S

BETWEEN

M A K K I E I).

VOLTAIC
PLASTERS

STEAMSHIP

C»pt. J. P. JOHNSON.
Ellsworth |Port.

COLLINS’

-"

of Brooklia.
Thomas
Wills approved and allowed—Of
Elisha Dyer late ol
of
Bucksport,
late
Swaaey,
lale of Bucksport
Castine, Thomas Davidson
l<nl*y. will recover.
John R. Soper late of OrlaBd.
Geo. A. Lake, ai
Inventory filed in estate—Of
insane person of Bucksport.
Fatal Aocident.
la estate—O
Accounts filed for settlement
br. George Tennv fell from (lie step
Thorns:
Millikan and als Minor heirs of
Ksry
w the
Wushiitgtoniaii Home last nigh 1 Millikan, late of Bouton, Maas.
•
•nd
iuftautlv killed.
Accounts settled in estate of William Corsle;
lata of Buekt
late of Castine, John G. William

Th*Mank

B

COLLINS

SANFORD’S

MARINE LIST.

Idv-e

Price §1.(0. For **lc hjr all Wholesale
tail l>n:g*i»l* throughout the l'n»U-l Mate*.
\\ KKK’* A Pol l Kit. General Agent* and W holesale I>ruggi»ts, Boston, Mass.

ca»e«.
ami R*

port.
Juhu W. Perkin* k Co.. Portlaud. General
agent*.
*»•»
bottle will convince you of if* merit*.
■ UIJ uvniremn.
y1 “J
another hour after reading ihi-,
red. \ ery sorry | Don't delay
upon the wine when it is
but go midget a bottle, and your leliel is as
Whatdof
a
man
age.
to see it in
your
Will you do it. or wiilyou
certain a- you lin
to the Boston Leather Market and with it
s'pose your mother would say if she should j continue to suffer? Think for vourself!
shed
see you intoxicated My friend, I've
Professor Parker's Pleasant Worm >> t up is
his first consignment of extract of alder.
cases as yours. |
safe and extremely
palatable So
many hitter tears over such
|ierfectly
This alder extract like that of the sweet
Ye#." continued he, in faltering voice and ; 1physic
required. Costs 25 cents. Try it.
1
iM lv 75
in
1
fern extract is new to the leather. traJe of
*‘aud
pulling out hi# hankeichief.
this country. The tannin properties of dashed if 1 ain't weeping now, a# you'll
Do you want to be cured o Dyspepsia, conreadily observe."
these new agents have been thoroughly
a
of the stomach
whereupon be wiped his eyes with
►tipaliou. Piles and all diseases
tested by practical tanners of tbia city and
flourish, blew his nose and naviBowels and Liver. 11 you do. go to <>. A.
grand
the
to
if
not
found to be equal to.
superior
gated to the other end of the car. he
Parcher’s aud get a bottle ol Wiggin's Pelletts.
pulWhee he resebed his destination
best tannin material in uae in this Country.
will cure you. For sale by all druggists
They
door.
the
and started for
Calf skins tanned with both the fern and lad the bell-strap
for 50 ceuts a bottle, or sent by mail on receipt
as
and
half
just
way
When he got about
aider are as mellow aad firm as the besl
of price. Prepared by W iggin A Co. Rockland
he was in front of a Isdy, he tripped aud
Metanned French calf skins, and much more fell at full length on the floor. Raising
to
beautiful in color. These tannin agents himsell to a perpendicular, he turned
In.tauter cures Toothache in one moment.
and in a tone of mingled since.'
31tf.
though new to our tanners have long been the lady,
said:
and
in use by British tanners and with mum- ity
Do you want to save your children. II you
••Madam, you've certainly got the bigtanners in Northern Europe particularly
do. go toO. A. Parcher Budget a box ol Fesgest feet I ever saw in o*y life."
••.Sir," said the lady indignantly.
with those bordering the German Ocean,
senden's Worm Expeller. It Is the surest,
••Oil. don't 'pologize. madam. I beg safest and best worm medicine now in u«e.
and along the coast of the Baltic Sea.
not to blame
you not to 'pologize. Y’ou're
Fur sale by all druggists for 35 cents, or sens
As a coloring agent the properties of the
for it. But if you would just pare’eui
that
or
to
by mail on receipt ot the price.
alder are superior to the Sumac
down a little, .twould be a great ,comPrepared by Fessenden A Co. Rockland
of quacitron or black oak bark, sample! of modatiou to the travelling public."
Maine.
the
of
of
hands
in
the
many
it are already
of
—At the Kittery Davy yard Muuday
Instantei cures Tuoothache In one moment
most prominent dyeing establishments
Mr. bdinuud Whalley, who lias
31tf
New England. There are two or three fac- night of the
the
gas works' finding that
charge
descended into
ories more in addition to that of Capt
W
gas not flowing properly
and was
Eaton's, now in| comtemplation In this vi- the pit to remedy the trouble,
ELLSWORTH PRICE CURRENT.
to
overcome by the'g**- becoming inseusibnew
This
promises
enterprise
cinity.
for
it
anymade
The gas
impossible
le.
add an important leatu-e to the Industries
and he had
Corrected Weekly.
one to dec«-ud to tils rescue,,
of
hook. Contrary
September 28,1876.
of Eastern Maine, as there are millions
to he drawn out with a
and along to general expectation he was allive and
.80
gal.
Auules dried perlb. .1*1 Pickles
acres of swamp lands in Maine,
.20a.25
aS.OO
Fig* per lb.
the will recover.
[,er bu. 250
the New England coast covered with
•12.5oal3.0u
Beef Steak perlb. .'JDa25 Lemons
the sweet
.3a.6'Sugar granulated
Veal uerlb
alder, iu growth as prolific as
per IU..13».15|
.75a 171
itbasts "
of
coffee A lb. 12a. 124
••
fern, which covers so gaeat a portion
Corned" " .I0al‘2|
Business Notices.
•t
.10 Molasses Havana
pLat«
Its
Maine.
Eastern
of
•'
the sterile "uplands
.15a.l6i
per gall. .»oa«5
Salt Pork
to
Porto Rico
-3J
Jerked Beet per lb
utilization will be materally important
1“
nice as the "Forest Hams
per *«*L -70a,3
so soft and
is
No
Soap
the
••
lb.
.60«S0
the people along the coast, and to
.1011 Tea
Lard Leaf
.lap.
"
"
.50.75
Tar,” For the nursery and the toilet.
Ool. "
10a 12
Leather trade of the country at large.
.08
»*10 Tallow
Fntur

Palatable
Medicines. Ayer’s Cherry
Pectoral is a honeyed drop of relief; his Cathartic Pills glide sugar-shod over the palate;
and his Sarsaparilla is a nectar that emparts
vigor to life, restores the health and expells
disease.— Water ford (Pa.) Advertiser.

to

■

That Umhrkli.a.—A dozen or more
C harles Houghton, and more are to follow
men stood at the eastern entrance of the
the
week.
In
another
will
column,
during
City Hall yesterday, w hen it began to rain,
be found an Advertisement which offer* to
and along came an individual w itli an umticket passenger* to Philadelphia and hack
brella over his head. As he reached the
for the unprecedently low sum of ♦ 15,00. top step one of the men there advanced
and said.
The route is a pleasant aud expeditious one
“Ah! I've been waiting for you. I knew
and almost every |>erson who wishes to atyou had it. and it's all right.'
The man surrendered the umbrella In a
tend the Great Exhibition, can now do so
hesitating manner, and his sheepish look
at a small expense.
showed very plainly that he was not the
law ful ow ner of It. As he passed out InDarina Meeker?.
to the hall another of the crowd stepped
out and said;
—On Thursday or Friday night of last
“That's my umbrella, and I can prove
week, the Sch. Zicavo lying at anchor near
it. It has a J’ cut in the handle."
Newbury Neck was boarded by thieve?,
So it had. and after some further parleywho cut away foresail, main sai I, jibs and
ing it was handed over. The new owner
was smiling very blandly as the crowd apmuch of the running rigging aud carried
plauded. when a man turned in off the
them off
avenue to escape a wetting. As soon as he
They also gutted the cabin ol most •aw the umbrella he called out;
of its furniture, taking clock, compass,
“Well, well, but where did you get
stove, axes, lanterns, Ac.. Ac. On learn- this?"
“It’s mine—bought it at the store," was
ing ot this daring robbery, the captain of the reply.
the Zicavo and owners immediately start“Not much.sir. It was stolen from my
ed in pursuit. At Deer Isle, a small fore- office a month ago. and you'd better hand
it oyer it you don’t want trouble ”
and-aft schooner was discovered, the crew
It passed to him. and he started tor
On !
of which consisted of two men.
home. Only the angels know whether or
she
not the real owner stopped him someboarding her and examining her cargo,
where up Woodward avenue.—[Detroit
was found
to be loaded with sails, anFree l*ress.
chors. chains and a variety of tackle and
In a Street Car.—Lately, in Detroit,
apparel suited to the smaller class ol
of course, a man dres>ed in g«n>d clothes,
vessels
Among these were found the j an
eye- glass, and a gold-mounted caue,
stolen property, taken from the Sch. Zi- and
possessing altogether rather a clericThe men were arrested by W. H. al appearance, hailed a passing stree car.
cavo.
unusual or particulspoflbrd, Dept. Sheriff, examined before There was uothing the air of the
in this, except
lofty
Trial Jostice, Ferguson of Deer Isle and I arly
he commanded a
which
with
dignity
commuted to jail at Ellsworth for want of
halt, and the desperate effort which he
made to maintain his centre of gravity as he
♦ 1.000 bail. They gave their names as
revealed the
Will W. Willard and Francis II. Lowell passed to the car. These
fact that he was slightly inebriated. Arand hail from Fort 1‘ophan. The Sch. was j
riving at the door, solemnly raised his
taken in charge by a custom house officer,
right foot to enter, but not rising it quite
having no paper*. A short time ago these high enough, he fell headlong on the floor
of the car. liaising himself up with some
men came to Green's Lauding in a fishing
difficulty, he cast a severely reproving
smack which they exchanged with a Mr.
look at the old gentleman silting near the
then
and
Russ for the schooner Zicavo
door, and said:
“Sir whal'd you lift up this car for jest
went E»tt.
It Is thought the smack. New
as 1 was goin’ to get in?”
of
a
was
and
stolen
build
variety
Ixmdon
•My dear sir, I diJu’t lift the car,” rearticles on board the schooner were unplied the old gentleman meekly.
didn’t. I won't
••Well perhaps you
doubtedly stolen.
’t -mpt to argue with a man in your con
The its Tiuia kmtmrj.
dilion. My amiable friend, it's my calm

IMPORTANT TO TRAVELER*.
visit or leave the City of NEW
YORK, save annovancc amt expense of carriage
hire and stop at the
AID I VION IIOTll,opposite the GRAND CENTRAL DEPOT.
It has over .VO elegantly furnished rooms and is
fitted np at an expense ot over #000.000. Elevator, steam and all modern improvements
Eu
ropean Plan. The REHT4TRA1TN, Lunch
Counter and W'me Rooms are supplied with the
best the market can furnish. The cuisine is unsurpassed. Rooms for a single person. #!, #150,
and #2 per<lay;rich suites for families proportion
ately low, so that visitors to the city and travelers can live more luxuriously, for less money, at
the GRAND UNION, than at any other first-class
Hotel In the city. Stages and Cars pass the Hotel every uiinnte for all parts ot the City.
lviJ
G. r A W. D. GARRISON Managers.
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with neatness
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ill be done at a fair price.
•*-< »ur Paim Shop is opposite the City Hotel,
It. y r» nth’s I. very "table office.
Now. citu«nt of llancoclt County give u* a cal!,
and try our work, and our prices, wr believe in
•suare deal, and a lair thing.
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1 regard Mr. f Mv a* 'tne oi the most
ana
essccessfni practitioners w m whom Capable
I have had
official intercourse.
CIlAS. MAnu.N
Com tn.ssiouer of Patents
“I have t,
-csiiatton in assuring inventors lhal
the> .ii,
rnploy a man more competent ana
trustuxrrtMy, mu more capable of pulling then
apj l.f ation* in a form to secure for them an early
and favorable consideration at the Patent Office
EDMUND BURKE.
I.ate Commissioner of Patents.
Mr. U II Eddy haa made fur me over thiui v
ap
plications for Patent*, having been successful iu
almost every case. Much unmistakable
ol
proof
great talent and ability on his part, leads me to
reteommen 1 all invent.. r* to
apply to him lo pro
cure their patents, a* th*
y may be sure ot having
the must faithful attention bestowed on their
cases, and at very leatonablecharges,
JOHN TAGGART.
Boston Jan. 1 laTG—jyrl
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CARRIAGES AND SLEIGHS'

Coal! Coal!
The Subscriber, having lease*! the coal wharf
and ahold formerly occupied by Bacon an I ilu< kins. will continue the hudiucad and keep con-tantly on baud

The moat valuable ftouveulra and .HessesiM ever laaued.
GOOD AGENTS WASTED in every City aud
Town in the U. S. and Canada, to whom exclusive territory will be given, if desired.
RETAIL PRICES.—For the Albata silver, 50
• ts. (itlt, 91, in
fancy box. Usual discount to the
Trade.
A complete outfit ot magnificent samples for
agents, in satin or velvet-lih d morocco ease, containing six Medals, different designs, one gilt,
suitable for Jewelers, show windows, etc. sent on
Order for $l. or will
receipt of draftC.orO.Post-office
D.
ship Express
Descriptive Circular Price List and one sample
sent upon receipt of50 cts. Immense
profit*. Sells
at sight.
Correspondence solicited Information
free. Extensive Helds for enterprise. Address
all communications,

MISS

Broadway.

Window Frames MonMinc & Bracked

Ellsworth.

Jig-SauHng, Planing, Matching,
Mortising, Boring,
au«l all kinds
I

black, dark brown, oi
auburn color. It contains no Sulphur oi
Lead, or other deleterious ingredient
It
requires but a single
application to effect
its purpose .and washing U required after
dyeing, as in the cave
of other dyes. It is not
two separate articles
are
(av
most
l»air
dyes>. Iwit a single
w

and ex-

boktsle

shn

Job Work done
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to

order

The suit Modern and Improvad XacUatrr
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PURCHASED,

ant] with the long experience ol Mr. B. K. Theman, whose services have been
secured, it u ill be
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the most

ln«a

The

NEW

niHC 4k CO.

HOME MANUFACTURE.
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LEASE OF LIFE.

Merchants’

1 he undersigned
hereb_• in(ortn« the public
they have a ftne ansortmei.t *.
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01 hair
work mauulacturi do e.
d rrst low«t
prices and In the latest styles
largest manufactory east of Boston
“Te yoaT eoRblags and hare them
d
cents per ounce.
» distance eaa send orders
by
•“ rta
alight expense.
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At No. »0 MAIN
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Calvin

two to

done with neataefla and

Ma.le any day in Pets anil Calls. Invest
accordto your means.
(10. .50 or SloO, in Stock
Privilege*, has brought a small fortune to the
carelul investor. We a.lvise when and how
to
Book with mil imorroation
operate atafely
sent tree.
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*
* cm.,
■■oaken aad Brakera. 17 Wall
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ol the City of
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k. B. BUSH.
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ia*

CABRYALLS,
VD OPES Bl’tr'rl£>'
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3°i*4M

MATTim BILLIARD MOOR
idjolns the Office. Also. Nicely Furnished Rooms,
Oie day or week. Rooms
*“•
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$1,200 PROFIT ON $100
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IMPROVED 61 THOROUGH MANNER.
1«U

For Hair and Whiskers.
Changes hgtn
or gray hair to a iei

dniinrists.

ol

Balls’ Steam Mill,

HAIR OR WHISKER DYE,

A

«KO H
Nov. 15 1*75.

*

New York.

BEECHER’S

PATRONIZE

use.

Will beI conducted for the ftuure to
date all patrons, being kept
open

DEALfcKSIX

DOORS, SASH & BLINDS,

lief.

U. S. MEDALLION CO..Hi
P. O. Box 5270.
CmoslO

AKI>

Re-

These Medals are larger than a Silver Trade
dollar, l>eing 1-5-8 inch in diameter, h.m i-omclv
put up aud sell teadily at sight.
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markable that it
Apples.—There is no fruit mote serin the last twenty years in my corn viceable to the people than
apples. They
growing experience.—[ J. W. C., in contaiu sugar, gum, much malic acid,
and some valuable mineral matter. It is Visiting,
Country Gtulicinan.
Wetltling &
true that apples often produce
indigestion aud flatulency, but generally the
Horse Talk.
Address Cards
In gettiug a new horse, most people cause is the manner in which they are
have a passion for horses quite fresh. eaten. Apples contain a great amotiut Honp as neatly and as
cheaply as <»n be
Now this perfectly fresh look goes off in of fixed air, and if eaten hastily the air
obtained at any other place.
into the stomach, becomes heated,
a horse much sooner than most
persons passes
suppose; and though, provided he has expands and causes flatulence in perbeen only moderately worked Tor six sons with weak digestions. Such permouths, he Is intrinsically a far better sons should choose a mildly tart apple,
then scrape it to a fine pulp and thoi- All orders lor miscellaneous work, such as
animal for use, and sometimes
improved
mix it with saliva before swalto the eye of a judge form
haviug lost oughly
If it it too troublesome to
gome of his superflous fat, this will not lowing.
alter the case; he does not look so new. scrape the apple, then it should be
This newness does, and we suppose will chewed till every cell is broken down
Hand
continue to put a stamp of value ou aud the air it liberated.
whatever is sought to be purchased by
the generality of maukiud. To have the
To Preserve Potatoes.—This methLetter
first of a thing seems the great considera- od, as recommended by the Board of
tion, whether in a horse or anything Agriculture, is to dig, iu a very dry
else. The dealer is aware of this infat u- spot, trenenes six feet wide and eighteen
auou ou the part of his customer,- he inches deep; spread straw, to
pile the
kuows the horse is a better aud more potatoes into the shape of the root of a
useful animal than when he sold him, house and to eover tight aud close with
&c.,
hut he knows bis customers would not straw, six inches thick, aud then with
like him as well; he find them horses; earth fifteen or eighteen inches more,
Will receive prompt attention.
he is not bound to find them sense; and Batted regularly and firmly, aud sham
till he or something else does, the new it the top, raised from three to five feet
Address.
horse will be preferred.
shove the ground. If there should be
This predilection for very young uty apprehension of moisture, dig a
rench at a few yards off, deeper than
horses would almost lead to the belief
that people imagine that iu every four- i hat iu which the potatoes are laid. The
COOMBS' BLOCK,
year-old turned horse They hare a right f lrier they are wheu thus packed up the
to expect a given quantum of work, as 11 afer they will bo.
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water, not very hot: noi must
the place be rubbed in the lea-t by the
cloth, but it must he dabbed, and this
-ince the corn Was planted, and
though must he continued for an hour or two,
h "sened three times w ith a cultivator,
till a white film comes over the w jund,
n
nr have bi-eii
induced to appear bv when it must he well wet with a
stiong
to -t m ans,
it seems, therefore, that
solution of chloride ot lime and water,
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two
asoii,
j;,
clover c mipletely and left so that it cannot he lubbed
e
mid this land of weeds, tor theie
either by clothing or roller. It will get
woie pic
nty ot w c ed seeds in the ground, well almost
immediately. There i' no
first, then, clover, it thhk enough, as it cure like this. It is also an excellent
should l»e, i- a inu-t elh ctive and suie
plan, when the place is only small, to
weed exterminator; second, i; leaves have a
very thick saddle cloth, with a
: ! iiiel.ow, r and in a better •
hold punched in exactly wheic the sore
dition, a- shown by the com it-elf, than
presses.
ordinary manuring: third, it -avc- -ucli
labor and cost, and
compared with the
Winter Apples.
Get a few nice
u-ual course <it manuring, either in
clean barrels, place them by the side of
pring or tall, even when manure itrees in the orchard; then pii k
plenty, which i- not always the ease; your
best fruit oil the tree one at a time,
fourth, much labor is saved in corn or your
cl wer -eed, that i- inn.-pen-able where carefully laying them in a ba-ket la
toned to the ladder on which you stand,
the ground i- fresh manured and wecdv
the fruit to be removed singly by hand
a- ithe
generally
accompaniment.
It i- a great consideration to have the into the barrel, and carefully and accu•nd cleaned so effectively w ithout uii-- rately placed therein, so as to tit tightly
and evenly uutil it i* full. Nail on the
ing a crop, and so far as a summer lollid aud put away in the cellar (if
dry)
be
intended
to
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lowing may
until you wish to dispose of them. Don't
land, clover would seem to be equally
do all this just after a rain, or in early
etlective, and obviously much more
economical, and a resort to clover, if morning when the heavy dew is covering trait and leaves, hearing iu miud
tl>e seed be clean, prevents the
seeding the
extraueous moisture helps along the
of the soil with a fresh stock of
such as follow ing ordinary manuring
with farmyard material, in the usual
umolted condition.
In addition to the facts already stated.
I must not fail to re[»eat that the uniform and healthy growth of the corn on
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TO TIIK HON. .lu'lp’ of Prolmto for the County
of Hancock.
F I'ctilion and UrprrtenUtion of AI mens F.
ol
lioiuer
F. Crane
Crann, t.uanhan
el.f tli., of Franklin in Ihe County ol Hancock. Minor tespcclftally ahows, that the said
Minor* are seined and poascaacd ol cert*, in Heal
Fatale alt tinted in aaid
rank tin and described as
follows: a portion of the homestead farm of the
late Fmeraon I». Crann, late of said Franklin,
containing about ten acre*, being on ihe •Wealeto
part of said homestead: also another portion of
said h *mr-tead faun, containing about ten acre.,
situated in the North-Western corner ol said
homestead, being the same hnetofore ln*<j’ieathe I
to W'm l| t 'ard.
That said Fstate i* uuprodnelive of any benefit to said Minor and that it will t.e
for th» tntrtest of sold Minor that the same
should lie sold and the proceeds put out and »eand on intr.e«t
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Honor that hr may <■« nnthorlaed and empowered
ag'.fibiy t-» l-.w ta *«•!! at piibite sale tlie above
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|.e expedient.
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Tbesabscnber, Administrator, ol the E»l,le
he late P. M. Hardin*, wishing to clow “ ,n
ate, reqaesis all persons Indebted to settle
im within the next sixty days, after wkic(1
key toast settle with an attorney.
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